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7/27/87

This communication is classified "S^<ret"et in its

entirety.

bl

Re New York LHM dated 3/30/87.

m
This is to advise New York that representative of OIPR,

DOJ, has reviewed and approved the referenced annual letterhead
memorandum (LHM) summary for the captioned subject.

New York should ensure proper ticklers are set to

facilitate receipt of the next summary LHM on or before 10/5/87.
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This communication advises New York of review and
approval of annual LHM on the captioned subject and requests
New York to ensure next summary LHM is received at FBIHQ 10/5/87.
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us. Departmenl of Justice

OfTice of InlelligemS Policy and Review

Wethingitm. DC. 20530

MEMORANDUM

TO: Assistant Director, FBI, Intelligence Division

FROM: ^jf^Office of Intelligence Policy and Review

SUBJECT: OPUCfy-

fX I have reviewed the 90-dav LHM progress report of . \ bl^ CIZJ the I 3SJ\ dated from the
field office pertaining to the U.S. person captioned
above.

Classijtied by DeVirvative , FBj^eport

Dec! afisMy on: JDAr

~

blI h av.e approved the annual LHM progress report of ^ \

field of f ice pertaining to the U.S. person captioned
above. The facts as reported therein satsify the
requirements of the Attorney General's Guidelines.

I have reviewed the annual LHM progress report of r .

IZII the f -T)fe-) bl

date"3" from the
field office pertaining to the U.S. person captioned
above. The information provided does not appear to
meet the standards of the Attorney General's Guide-
lines. Please provide additional information regarding
the following:

ALL IHFORMATTOa COmmD OilJslflLlj-ieSiaSM^
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U.S. Department of Justice

Federal Bureau of Investigation

In Reply, Plaosa Refer to

File No. S E XR E T

New York, New York

WAR 3 1987

Communist Party, United States of America
(CPUSA);

Foreign Counterintelligence - Russia

This communication is classified "^^ret - No Foreign
Dissemination - No dissemination abroad" (S-NFD-NDA) in its
entirety.

WT bl

Office of Origin

New York (NY).

Date Summary Prepared

February 10, 1987

All assets mentioned in this communication have
furnished reliable information in the past.

Basis For Investigation

The Union of Soviet Socialist Republics (USSR), in
general, and the Communist Party of the Soviet Union (CPSU), in
particular, continue to provide leadership to the CPUSA. In the
United States (US), the CPUSA is the organization used by the
Soviet Union (SU), to further its own goals through
Marxist-Leninist objectives. The CPSU continues to furnish
direction and guidance regarding policy matters to the CPUSA.
The CPUSA continues to receive funding from the USSR.[^)|j(

CLASHED BY,.

^
PECL

Thia document contains neither recommendations nor
conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI
and is loaned to your agency? it and its contents are
not to be distributed outside your agency.
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Communist Party, United States of America
(CPUSA)

CPUSA

W7 bl
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^^^
The Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI), characterizes

the CPUSA as an arm of the International Communist Movement
dominated by the Soviet Union. r^jt|

Investigation to Date

I. Organization

The National Headquarters for the Communist Party,
United States American (CPUSA), is located at 235 West 23rd
Street, New York, NY.

S E E T
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Communist Party, United States of America
(CPUSA)

The organizational structure of the CPUSA is set forth
as:

National Convention

The National Convention is the highest authority of the

CPUSA. It has the authority to make political and organizational
decisions that are binding upon the entire party and its

membership. The National Conventions are held every four years.

Central Committee (CC)

Members of the Central Committee are elected by the

delegates at the National Convention by means of a secret ballot.
In addition to individual merit. National Convention Delegates
also consider such factors as class and social composition,
geographical representation and political importance of the
districts represented, in their selection of Central Committee
members

.

Between National Conventions, the CC is the highest body
of authority.

Political Bureau (PB)

The PB is comprised of individuals serving on the CC.

The PB serves as the major decision making body of the CC between
the bi-annual CC meetings. The PB is comprised of 15 members.
The following constitute the PB:

S E
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Communist Party, United States of America
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1.

2.

3.

4.
5.

6.
7.

8.
9.

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

Gus Hall
Henry Winston (Deceased

)

Central Review Commission

The Central Review Commission (CRC) is comprised of 25
members. The CRC safeguards the security and standards of the
CPUSA. It oversees the use of funds and is responsible for
discipline measures.

Some members of the CRC are:

b6
bVC

1.

2.

3.

4.
5.

6.
7.
8.

9.

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
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15.C ]
16. Carl Winter

"[Last Name Unknown (LNU) ) (California)
" (Rhode Island)

b6
b7C

National Council (tJC)

The purpose of the NC is to assist the CC in probing
questions of policy. The NC is larger than the CCr most of the
members of the CC also serve on the NC.

Secretariat

The Secretariat organizes the implementation, through
the various departments of the ideological and political work as
directed by the PB. Members of the Secretariat are elected by
the PB. The Secretariat is supposed to have heads of some of the
Departments.

The Secretariat is comprised of ten members, which are
presently as follows:

1. Gus Hall
2. Henry Winston (Deceased)
3.
4.
5.

6.
7.
8.
9.

10.

The CC also has eight departments that assist the CC in

the operations of CPUSA. The eight departments are as follows:

-t^-
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Communist Party, United States of America
(CPUSA)

1. Organization Department
2. Labor Department
3. Education Department
4. Peace Council Department
5. Communications and Media Department
6. International Affairs Department
7. Nationalities Department
8. Social and Economic Rights Department

On the local level, as opposed to the National Level of
CPUSA, the organizational structure consists of state and/or
district organizations, and for smaller communities and/or
smaller geographical areas, clubs are formed.

There are currently 31 state and/or district
organizations. Within the state and/or district structure, the
CPUSA has approximately 245 club organizations throughout the US.

II. Leadership

Gus Hall, as General Secretary continued as the leading
official within the CPUSA. Since the death of Henry Winston,
National Chairman, the position has remained vacant.

Changes within the leadership ranks of the state and/or
district organizations are set forth by respective districts.
Respective FBI Divisions are in parentheses.

Alabama District (Birmingham)

District and/or State Organization Leaders

1986 District Officers are believed to be as follows:

b6
b7C

Members on the Central Committee:

.,1
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Communist Party, United States of America
(CPUSA)

Hew England District (Boston)
Rhode Island District (Boston)'
Maine District (BostonT

District and/or State Organization Leaders;

Name Title

b6
b7C

b6
bVC

b6
b7C

b6
b7C

b6
b7C
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Communist Party, United States of America
(CPUSA)
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Illinois District (Chicago)

District and/or State Organization Leaders

b6
b7C

b6 -

bVC

who have desks at the District
Headquarters.

The position of Illinois CP chairman has remained vacant
since the death of former chairman Charles Wilson in late 1984.

I

Iformer

duties, continues to be the District's labor coordinator.

considered to be a member of the Illinois

A^
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Communist Party, United States of America
(CPUSA)

Chicago , handles the day to day affairs of that body

replacement
has thus far been unable to come up with a suitable

California District (San Francisco, Los Angeles, Sacramento

CPUSA leadership in California is provided by the
following:

b6
b7C

Members on the Central Committee from San Francisco in
the national organization:

b6
b7C

Herbert Aptheker

Members on the National Council from San Francisco in

the national organization:

S E /^R E T
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Herbert Aptheker

Los Angeles County Chairperson:

The following persons from the Los Angeles area attended
the Communist Party National Leadership School in New York dur ing
this past year; I I

J moved to
Connecticut, city not known, and formed a new chapter of the
Communist Party.

Los Angeles County Executive Committee:

b6
b7C

b6
b7C

The County Executive Committee has been" reduced from
twelve members to nine. Four members were released for
unspecified reasons.

|
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Communist Party, United States of America
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Los Angeles County Committees

b6
b7C

b6
b7C

The Los Angeles County Committee is an elected position
from the various clubs within the Los Angeles County. The Los
Angeles County Committee then elects the members of the Los
Angeles County Executive Committee. Both committees serve for a

period of four years or until removed. The Los Angeles County
Committee has been reduced this year by seven members. The
reductions are due to transfer of members, illness, and lack of
participation.

There has been no change in Los Angeles County
Leadership other than as noted above. I ]

-4
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On September 27, 1985, assets reported growing
discontent among members of the Communist Party regarding the
leadership ! [accused of
showing partiality to the Chicano population at the expense of
the blacks. There has also been considerable discontent shown by
the elderly members of the Party over the lack of commitment
among the newer members, primarily the rushing of new members
into leadership roles without proper training or indoctrination,
only to see them drop out in a relatively short period of time.

Leadership within the Sacramento section of the CPUSA is

responsive to leadership within the California District, San
Francisco, California.

follows:
According to assets, leaders of local clubs are as

Pablo Neruda Club
Mother Bore Club ^

Oscar A. Romero Club - No specific leader

Ohio District (Cleveland)

District and/or State Organization Leaders:

State Committee - Frieda Katz
(Died in July, 1986)

Michigan District (Detroit)

State Organization Leaders:

S E E T
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Members of the Central Committee!

Helen Winter

Carl Winter

Members of the National Council

i

Winconsin District (Milwaukee)

The current leadership of the CPW consists of the
following officials:

b6
b7C

-i^"-
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Members on the Central Committee (CC)

b6
b7C Members on the National Council (NC)

District 2, New York (New York)

bodies.
The leadership of District Two is delegated to various
These bodies are as follows:

b6
b7C

Organization Bureau: The Organizational Bureau is

responsible for the day-to-day operation of the District. They
carry out the policy as mandated by the District Board and
District Committee. The Organizational Bureau operates from the
6th Floor of 235 West 23rd Street, New York City. All members of
the Organizational Bureau are full-time employees.

Name Title

District Two Board: The Board recommends policy to thef

District Two Committee. The Board meets every two weeks; the
Committee meets every six weeks. The following individuals

S E
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comprise the Board:

District Two Committee: The District Two Committee is

the highest authority in the District. They vote on
recommendations made by the Board and set District policy. The
following individuals comprise the Committee:

b6
b7C

District Two members on the Political Bureau are:

Gus Hall

District Two members on the Central Committee!

-i^*^
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Gus Hall
Henry Winston (Deceased

)

District Two members on the National Council;

-^1
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Eastern Pennsylvania and Delaware (Philadelphia)

District Leadership

b6
b7C
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(CPOSA)

b6
b7C Members of Political Bureau:

Members of Central Committee;

b6
b7C Members of National Council:

Western Pennsylvania District (Pittsburgh)

There are four clubs in the WPD-CPUSA. They are
identified as follows:

Name Leader
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Communist Party, United States of America
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Leaders of the WPD-CPUSA are as follows;

b6
b7C

The Executive Committee operates by formulating a

policy. The proposed policy is then presented to the District
Committee. Asset advised that the weekly Executive Committee
meeting has been very useful in carrying out directives or
suggestions from CPUSA Headquarters. This small group is able to
function on a regular basis which improves the overall
effectiveness of the effort.

Individuals considered to possess leadership potential
in the WPD-CPUSA aref

b6
b7C
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Communist Party, United States of America
(CPUSA)

Oregon District (Portland)

b6
b7C

Northwest District (Seattle)

The principal officer of the NWD-CPUSA continues to be

The official governing body of the District is the
Organizational Bureau (Org. Bureau), however, this body has not
met within the last three to four years. The Org. Bureau is
composed of four party members and is presided over by the Org.
Bureau Secretary,

! _ [
Party

activities within the district are directed and managed almost
exclus ivelyr" I

with the advise of I
"~|

I [
and one or two other trusted individuals. There is in

essence no assistance or advise from any official governing body.

Missouri District (Saint Louis)

The Principal MDCPUSA officials are:

Literature Director; ancf
1 aam uavis, DistricE"

-^^-
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Communist Party, United States of America
{CPUSA)

The highest governing body of the MDCPUSA is a State
Board. The State Board consists of the principal District
Officials, plus chairpersons of the Columbia, Missouri Club; and
the Kansas City, Missouri Club. This Board meets three times per
year. The officers of the State Board are;

Sam Davis, Literature Director;

The Local Board of the MDCPUSA consists of the four
principal District Officials plus the St. Louis area club
chairpersons. The Local Board meets monthly.

Other individuals who act in a leadership capacity in
the MDCPUSA arei

The Murphy - Senter Trade Union Club, St. Louis,
Missouri - seven members; The Construction Workers Shop Club,
Saint Louis, Missouri - five members; The Industrial Club, Saint
Louis, Missouri - six members; The Metropolitan Community Club,
Saint Louis, Missouri - 15 members. The Metropolitan Club is a
result of combining the Harriet Tubman Community Club and the
John Reed Club. The Columbia, Missouri Club - one member
(inactive); The Kansas City, Missouri Club - five members; The
Kansas City State Club (inactive.)

Florida District (Tampa)

District Officers

-it
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District Executive Committee

District Committee

The District Committee is composed of the chairperson of

each club in the district.

b6
b7C

Club

Miami
Miami Beach
Hollywood
Deerfield Beach
West Palm Beach
Tampa (2 Clubs)

St. Petersburg
Brooksville
Orlando
Tallahassee

Chair

-2€-
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Communist Party, United States of America
(CPUSA)

Metropolitan - Washington, D.C.
Northern Virginia District (WFO)

District Organization Leaders;

b6
b7C

III. Membership

The membership of CPUSA has not significantly changed
during the past year. There are reportedly approximately 4,000
members, nationwide, of CPUSA. There is no estimate as to how
many of these are active/contributing members.

Illinois District (Chicago)

(Logan Square Club)

(Logan Square Club)

S E
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Communist Party, United States of America
(CPUSA)

Michigan District (Detroit)

Minnesota - Dakota District (Minneapolis)

Last Name Unknown (LNU)
T.MIT

District 14, New Jersey (Newark)

Eastern Pennsylvania and Delaware (Philadelphia)

I

~|
( phonet i c ) -

Western Pennsylvania District (Pittsburgh)
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Oregon District (Portland)

Utah District (Salt Lake City)

Florida District (Tampa)

I

b6
b7C

Metropolitan - Washington, p.C.
Northern Virginia District (WFO)

-«^
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IV Funds

Partial funding for the CPUSA is derived from
contributions, assessments to members, members' monthly dues,
CPUSA front groups' contributions,, fund raising activities,
bequests and open forums. Examples of some of these, listed by
CPUSA Districts, follows:

Illinois District (Chicago)

Beginning January 1, 1985, the Illinois CP District
converted from a fiscal to a calendar year for accounting
purposes.

The 1985 Illinois CP budget included the amount of
§61,175.00 to be raised by the District's Organizational
Sustaining Fund, $31,175.00 of which was to be contributed by the
clubs and $24,000.00 to be raised by the District's officers and
staff. (Money raised by the District's officers and staff comes
primarily from gifts, donations and bequests.) As of December
13, 1985, $61,747.81 had been raised by the Illinois CP,

$30,965.25 of it by the District's officers and staff.

The Illinois CP's 1985, "Daily World'| Fund Drive goal
was $33,325.00, $11,000.00 of which was to be raised by the
District's officers and staff. As of December 13, 1985,
$24,029.00 of this amount had been achieved, $5,958.62 of it by

-3«-
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Communist Party, United States of America
(CPUSA)

the District officers and staff.

The December 29, 1985, issue of the Illinois CP's "Red
Letter" publication indicates that the District's share of the
new "Peoples Daily World" fund drive goal would be $35,000.00.

The Illinois CP recently (July, 1986) moved its
headquarters from 407 South Dearborn, Chicago, Illinois - where
it paid $692.00 per month in rent and approximately $20.00 for
utilities - to 161 West Harrison Street, Chicago, where they will
pay approximately $100.00 per month more in rent than the space
they vacated.

Michigan District (Detroit)

Special trust fund of $29,000.00 supposedly in a secret
account provides interest used to pavi _^ [

salary. Account
location is known only to

Eastern Pennsylvania and Delaware (Philadelphia)

The 1986 District budget of $35,000 was not attained.
Annual revenue totaled approximately $29,500. The District meet
its national obligation of $175.00/month. In 1986, the District
appears to be meeting its obligations to date, although it has
been receiving National office subsidization of district salaries
and received $3,000 from the National office from the
contribution and $5.000 of a $10,000 donation to the National
office from

Voluntary membership sustaining represents approximately
50 percent of district revenue. Outside fund sustaining
represents the second largest source of revenue, believed to be
$4,000 to $5,000 per year. Less than 75 percent of district dues
are received.

The District maintains a modest checking account at the

Fidelity Bank in Philadelphia with a balance currently at
approximately $1,000, although it maintains a special account in

-^
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Communist Party, United States of America
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the amount of approximately $15,000, received from special
contributions designated for the purchase of a new district
headquarters building.

The District continues to fulfill its People's Daily
World (PDW) Fund Drive quota, but admits that it cannot sustain
itself without outside contributions. The District raised 110
percent of the PDW Fund Drive, totaling $19,000 although it

borrowed $3,000 from to complete the drive.

Oregon District (Portland)

At the beginning of the reporting period, the financial
status of both the District and the Portland club was very poor.
The John Reed Bookstore, operated by the Portland club, was near
closure because the District had cut its subsidiary in half due
to lack of funds. In June, 1986, the Oregon District won a

lawsuit against the State of Oregon resulting from a civil rights
violation at the 1981 Oregon State Fair. The Party agreed to a

settlement of $20,000 following an award of $8,275 in damages,
plus legal costs. In actuality, the District became solvent only
as a result of the settlement, and, following payment of legal
fees and all other debts, reportedly had a balance of
approximately $500.

Northwest District (Seattle)

During November, 1985 in the "Draft Plan of Work for the
District" under the heading of Finances, there was fisted the
following financial responsibilities of the District for 1986.

CP Party Budget $17,000.00, People before Profit Association Fund
Drive, $14,000.00 and the PDW Fund Drive was to commence
immediately and end on March 1, 1986, and the PDW Drive was to
begin in March and continue until June of 1986. It is noted that
in February of 1986, the People before Profit Association's
$14,000.00 goal was reduced ta $8,000.00 and as of February 19,

1986, they had successfully raised $6,000.00.

-^-
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V. CPUSA Activities

Perhaps the major National CPUSA activity of the past
year was the National Party Conference held at the Penta Hotel,
New York City, on July 25-27, 1986. The major purpose of this
conference was to plan and originate a national strategy and
direction for the People's Daily World. Approximately 500 people
attended the conference, which, according to asset coverage, was
well-organized.

On November 16, 1985,, there was a Membership Meeting of
the CP of Northern California, with Henry Winston as guest
speakers, held at the Finnish Hall, 1819 Tenth Street, Berkeley,
California. There were approximately 250 CP members in
attendance.

Winston, the CPUSA National Chairman, spoke on the
subject of nuclear war and the need to put an end to a system
that only the right wing endorses. He spoke at length about the
recently published peace proposals of the USSR and the meeting
between President Reagan and Mikhail Gorbachev. He stressed the
peaceful motives of the USSR and detailed their unilateral peace
initiatives, and the need for the USA to respond to these
initiatives. He noted that President Reagan has so far refused
to consider the Soviet proposals, calling them propaganda, not
meriting serious discussion.

Winston then spoke on the historical support provided by
the CP to the labor movement, noting that "Jim Crow" would still
be in existence without the CP and its press. He referred to the
indictment and jailing of twelve CP leaders under the
Taft/Hartley Act in the past and how that occurrence reduced the
forces of the left. He stressed the need for growth in the CP to
defeat.. right-wing forces.

a WPD-CPUSA member, agreed with
t>^C to run on the Consumer Party as a candidate for United States

Congress. |

"] suggested that the CPUSA would have to help him
in getting enough signatures to be included on the November
ballot. As of March, 1986, $3,000 had been received to assist

S E C/% E T
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this effort from the National Office.

During October, November of 1985 and again during the
summer of 1986, \the Northwest District sponsored the Northwest
People's School, a series of one or two session classes on
various aspects of Marxism, as well as current topical issues.
Assets reported that these classes were taught by local CP
members and that attendance was so bad that several of the
sessions had to be canceled.

On September 14, 1986, the 1st Annual PDW Picnic was
held at Seward Park in Seattle. Assets reported that the
planning and organization for this year's picnic was particularly
hectic and unorganized and that everything was done on a last
minute basis. Assets reported that the picnic was fairly well
attended and that donations and pledges to benefit the PDW were
collected. The Keynote speaker at the conference was Karl
Bloice, the Associate Editor of the "People's Daily World".

VI. Front Groups

The two primary "front groups" utilized by the CPUSA
are:

1. World Peace Council (WPC)

2. National Council of American - Soviet Friendship
(NCASP)

Both have been characterized in previous annual
memorandums, and independent menrorandums are submitted on both
groups annually.

In addition to the WPC and NCASF, the FBI has determined
that there are approximately 21 other groups, wherein CPUSA
members have leadership roles or take an active part. Some of
these groups are spin-offs from the WPC or NCASF. However, some
o-f the groups have no affiliation with WPC or NCASF. The
additional "front groups"- espouse the cause of jobs, racial and

-^
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political repression, economic issues, and labor and union
involvement.

Groups"

:

Following are examples of some other CPUSA "Front

Trade Union For Action and Democracy
(TUAD), 7917 South Exchange Avenue,
Chicago, Illinois

TUAD was founded (as the National Coordinating Committee
for Trade Union Action and Democracy) at a 1970 CPUSA sponsored
conference held at Chicago in order to overcome a failure of the
CPUSA to reach the labor movement. TUAD publishes and
distributes the monthly newspaper "Labor Today".

The space at 7917 South Exchange Avenue, Chicago, is

rented by the party for $100.00 per month. Also located at this
address are the CPUSA' s Chicago based national Labor Department

Illinois CP member
I who was designated the World Federation of

Trade Unions' representative to the United Nations. \ I

Numerous trade unions and other existing groups in New
Jersey have been targeted by the CPUSA for infiltration by CP
members. Among those believed to have been significantly
infiltrated under the influence of the CPUSA are the following:

The Jersey City Tenants Association (JCTA) was organized
by unknown individuals in order to represent apartment tenants in
dispute with local government and landlords. 1 I
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Membership in excess of 500 has
been claimed by this group. The total number of CP members
involved is unknown. Funding other than dues and contributions
are unknown. This group has obtained a power base in^the
political structure of Jersey City, New Jersey, and has stated
plans to exercise this power in furtherance of CP goals and
policies.

c

New Jersey SANE was headed)
_] The number of CP members

and funding is unknown. Membership appears to be extensive in
the state. It acts to coordinate the various
anti-military/anti-nuclear groups and activities in accordance
with CPUSA and USPC policies and goals. Chapters are known to
exist in Bergen and Essex Counties.

The National Alliance Against Racial and Political
Repression (NAARPR) is headed [~ |

CPUSA National
Council Member. The number of CPUSA members in the NAARPR is

believed to be approximately one-quarter to one-half of the
statewide NAARPR membership. Meetings have previously been noted
by assets at which the majority of NAARPR members present were
also known Communist Party members. Funding is unknown other
than contributions. The NAARPR acts as a "voice" for CPUSA
policies and propaganda.

t ico
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VIII. Miscellaneous

Modern Bookstore, 1642 South Blue Island, Chicago.

Imported Publications, Inc. (IPI), 320 West Ohio Street,
Chicago, Illinois.

Although (as business establishments rather than
membership organizations) the Illinois CP's MBS and the CPUSA's
IPI are not front groups per se, both are managed and operated by
members of the 'Illinois CP.

The MBS is presently managed by Illinois CP member
\
This establishment advertises itself as having

the "Midwest's widest selection of Marxist literature on black
b6 and labor history, women, the socialist world, Africa,

b7C philosophy, economics, literature, etc., in English, Spanish, and
Persian". The premises of MBS are frequently utilized for
meetings and gatherings supported by the Illinois CP and/or its

-48-
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Communist Party, United States of America
(CPUSA)

front groups.

As of late 1985, the MBS was paying $300.00 per month on
a yearly lease.

As of late July, 1986, the MBS was -breaking even
financially. It is felt by many that the store's lousy location
contributes to the lack of success of this establishment.

b6
bVC

bl

The IPX, which was founded and has been funded by the
CPUSA for the purpose of distributing communist literature
published abroad, continues to do business at 320 West Ohio
Street, Chicago, its Room 7 East at this location consisting of a
locked showroom open only to the trade, libraries, etc. Although
lacking a retail store outlet, IPX operates a catalogue mail
order business from these premises which includes sales to retail
customers. IPX issues an approximately 55 page catalogue which
describes publications from around the world. IPI is presently
operated by long-time CPUSA members |

I I
Over the years the IPI establishment

has received funding from both the CPUSA and Mezhdunaronaya Kniga
(MK) (International Book), Moscow. Recent inquiry disclosed that
IPI is currently registered with the Foreign Agents Registration
Section, USDJ, as an agent of the Soviet Union under registration
number 2459.

The Communist Party-Wisconsin District (CPW) is involved
in a new political party in Wisconsin, the Labor-Farm Party
(LFP). During the recent Wisconsin primary election, it was
notices that the LFP had secured a place on the ballot (the only
third party to do so) and, in light of this, Milwaukee received
available information.

S E RET
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The LFP ran the following slate:

a long time CP member,
in

In Milwaukee,
ran on the LFP ticket as a candidate
Milwaukee County.

An asset advised that an exact connection between the CP
and the LFP has not been ascertained, but he believes it can be
inferred by the familiarity of some CP members with the
activities of the LFP. During a January, 1986 meeting of the
Madison Cookson-Hansberry (CP) Club, a discussion took place
regarding possible candidates for the LFP as a topic of
discussion.

During a September, 1986, special meeting of the CP in
Milwaukee, ! 1 of the Wisconsin CP
district, encouraged CP members to back the LFP. At the same
meeting, it was commented that the LFP is challenging the
(legitimate) labor movement.

Based on the fact the LFP was organized by a very active
CP member and knowledge of the activities of the LFP by certain,
important, CP members, Milwaukee is of the opinion the LFP is a

front organization of the CPUSA in the Wisconsin District.
Milwaukee is not opening a separate investigation at this time,
but will continue to attempt to monitor this group through its
coverage of the CPUSA.

-^
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a New York cro
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Asset
"Convention" wlii
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er and I | of the

. a Washington/Northern
meeting of CPUSA.

was a featured speaker at the
was held at the home of long-time Washington
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about how the party expected to have 100 "partv" candidates
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Asset advised that cited the responsibility of
moanber Districts to find ways to support CPUSA sanctioned
candidates or that candidate who is ideologically progressive.

I "~lsaid that one sure way to influence the election process
is to recruit new members into CPUSA.
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U.S. Departm^ofJustice

Federal Bureau of Investigation
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In Reply, Please Refer to

File No.

New York, New York

OCT 2 6 1988

Mennonite Central Committee (MCC)

^E T

This communication is classified

b2
b7D

entirety.
"SeX et" in its

a highly knowledgeable source who has provided
reliable information in the past, advised that the Jle^nonite
C e

n

tral Commit tj!,e.^^-( tiC-C-) -i s the governing body of the Mei^^^¥?e
CluilrchV The" Hennoni tes are the descendants of the Anabaptists
who emigrated to this country from German-speaking areas of
Europe early in the last century. They are named for their
founder, Mennon.

Mennonites are in general pacifists as part of their
religious tradition. They have usually resisted military
conscription and/or sought status as conscious objectors during
the periods in American history when the "draft" was in effect.
Along with the Church of the Brethern and the Quakers, they
consider themselves "a historic peace church."

The rank-and-file members of the Church tend toward a

vague liberalism in theological and political matters but are
generally no more radical in their political views than most
liberal Protestants. The staff and leadership of the MCC,
however, tend toward highly radical-leftist political positions
which frequently lead them to make common cause with Communists
on specific issues. Some MCC leaders and staff appear to view
Communists as allies and cooperate with them knowingly and
willingly. For their part, the Communists appear to target the
Mennonites and the MCC as coalition partners in particular
"peace" and "solidarity" campaigns.

The MCC is usually in public opposition to the foreign
and military policies of the United States, especially on
questions concerning Central America, the Caribbean and the
so-called "third-world." The MCC consistently seeks to influence
public opinion in support of the Communist regimes in Cuba and
Nicaragua. They have organized "humanitarian aid" shipments to
both countries. They have also provided similar assistance to

Clas^fied by\Qf-3
Declafs's4)f y o" c/a!

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of
the Federal Bureau of Inves Clgation (FBI). It is the property of
the FBI and Is loaned to your agency; it and its cjonten^ts are not
to be distributed ovitsl4^eyy^^c^laj^j^^.(^^^/^ ^<
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the Socialist Republic of Vietnam and continue to do so. These
activities are reported regularly in the Mennonite Central
Committee News . The MCC is also active in the so-called
"sanctuary movement" which seeks to shield illegal alien
residents of the United States from deportation.

of other
Individual Mennonites are also acti ve in the leader ship

organizations. F or e x a m

p

le ,

a well-known Mennonite, P
"peace"

J
During the period

|
of the Fellowship of Reconci 1 la t Ion ,

of the war in V i e t n a ra , |
|

in the "Friendshipment " project which provided food
citedand other aid to the Vietnamese Communists.

here as only one example, is in no way unusual in Mennonite
circles .

Quite apart from their connection with radical
activists and foreign Communist regimes, Mennonites and
especially the MCC staff and leadership are logical recruitment
targets of the CPUSA and, possibly also, of the foreign
intelligence agencies of the governments mentioned above.
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I^ROVISIONAL PARTY OF COMMUNISTS USA^^ka
A-^ASTERN SERVICE WORKERS ASSOCIATIOITTeSWA) ,
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On 2/14/89,

ret

.

voluntarily appeared 'at tne Rocnestrer Resxdent
Agency o"f the FBI, Rochester, New York, to furnish the
following information:

- / I 1 a<^vi ^f'-<ri that she i s I

JTs employed as an insurance adjuster and has work
telephone number I f

WS"

While there, she and other college students
there were ret^ruited tn wnrk wi.th an organization Ci

tJie^ASTERN SERVICE WORKERS ASSOCIATIo'n^ (EgWA) , with of ficeg
c at 244 Bay Street, Rochester, New Yorky This^ofganization
was designed to help the poor and take them clothing, foods,
and other needs. They worked with both the urban poor
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and with migrant workers. There was another organization
affiliated with ESWA named the FINGER LAKES EQUAL JUSTICE
ASSOCIATION (FLEJA). At the time] |fas familiar
with FLEJA, it was representing | |

a migrant WOrkfif
l |

I
stated that her involvement wxtn tibWA occurred

, ^ in 1982.
b6
^^"^ [stated she noted several things about

the ESWA. Their basic philosophy was Marxist and they
assumed that the temporary employee and migrant worker
wre disadvantaged and were not served by society. The
"system" didn't work for such people, but the system would
resist and attempt to destroy such organizations as ESWA
that represented these people. The ESWA workers were very
careful about using the telephone and would never say anything
on the telephone. Volunteers such asl

|
soon learned

not to say anything of importance on the telephone. The
ESWA people were "paranoid" about society's resistance
to their efforts.

stated that people working for ESWA would
literally go door to door in poor urban and other disadvantaged

^^ areas. The workers would live in the homes of the poor
bVC they served or would live in the ESWA office on Bay Street.

I
commented that volunteers such as herself

would be encouraged to stay later in the evening to study
the groups teaching about such issues as the Labor Movement
and how it is oppressed. Much of this instruction was
contained on audio tapes coming from the group ' s New York
City headquarters. I

~1 stated that each ESWA organizational
unit is called an "entity," and she stated it was her clear
impression that there vas ai inner circle of membership and
that there was a hierarchy of information available based
upon an individual's level of membership.

I recalled that sometime in 1982, she was
invited, along with other ESWA volunteers, to travel to
New York City to learn more about the group. One of those
travelling with her was [
has no current contact with

| |
who lives some place

on Long Island.
b6
^^'^

I

~| stated the group went to Brooklyn arriving
there late at night. They met the leader of the organization,
but

|
,

I d OP'S nnt nnw rena 11 his name. .ShB described
him a^ [very charismatic.

I [
remembers being put off by that and by the idolatry

she observed in the large number of women surrounding this
leader. She stated that the group had a lawyers office

-2-
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connected with it (she recalls the firm's name as either

I
\ and a printing

business. All these places plus a brownstone residence
were in Brooklyn and | jbelieves they wre eigher in

the CROWN HEIGHTS or CAROL GARDENS section there. She
andl I

along with other visitors, were lodged

b6 at the printing shop.

b7C
stated that she recalls there was little

time for rest or sleep and the guests were constantly being
told what to do. She remembers thinking even then what
a perfect environment for brain-washing because of the
charismatic leader, the communal life-style where individuals
become too involved or too tired to think for themselves,
and the constant direction.

I 1 stated that while they were in Brooklyn
for this weekend, the leader spoke to the assembled membership
and visitors. Before he took the platform to begin, men
in brown uniforms entered and surrounded the platform as
bodyguards. While I I does not recall what he said,
she clearly remembers that there was a grenade and a pistol
on the desk in front of him while he spoke. This very

b6 much upset T "|and she expressed her desire to leave
bVC immediately and return to Rochester. She received pressure

from the group to stay and even the leader attempted to
convince her to stay for the whole weekend. She told them
she would need additional time to think about it and she
and

I [
were given time to talk privately. They

were shown into a closet space being used as a bedroom
by one of the leader's guards where they could talk. | |

stated that they observed a machine gun and ammunition
belt in this space and that was the final straw for her.
The leader and others tried to explain that the weapons

:

which upset her so were only for defensive purposes and
not intended for aggressive purposes or to "overthrow"
the government.

I
"1 stated this seemed in keeping with the

general paranoia she had earlier observed. She also commented
that the brownstone she had mentioned earlier was outfitted
with window shutters having "peepholes" and places for
guns. Guards also patrolled outside this property.

I [ stated that she and | I did
leave Brooklyn as a result of this exposure to weapons
and that she was not active with the group thereafter.

She commented that she knows the ESWA still maintains
its office on Bay Street in Rochester and that she has
also noticed signs for a "Benefits Office for ESWA" on
Route 31 in Wayne County. She believes the current local

-3-
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leadership is the same group it included back in 1982 when
she was involved. They are as follows:

b6
b7C

1.

2.

3.

4.

(LNU)

(LNU)

It was explained to|_ that the ESWA'S local
work and actions were not subject to investigation so long
as they did not espouse violent or criminal activity.
It was further explained to her that the only possible
criminal activity she had described was the possession
of grenades and automatic weapons by the group in New York
City.

stated she understood this and only came
forward to volunteer this information now because while
it had always troubled her, the ESWA recently approached
her church group to seek volunteers. This brought it all
back to her and she decided to report her earlier experiences.

The above is being furnished for the information
of the New York Office in light of its previous investigation
into this group.
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Enclosed for FBIHQ and PH are two copies (each) of
a CPUSA document entitled, "Report to the National Committee/
National Council on African American Equality Conference

4, 1990".

The enclosed document was authored by
a CPUSA member who is active in the Part^''S~~African-

I
many African
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American Commission. According to
Americans are disillusioned with the CPUSA and as a result,
the CPUSA has lost many of its African-American members.
However, the CPUSA is attempting to restructure itself in
order to attract more African-American members.
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Rcporl to Nstiona! Committee/National Council
on African American Equality Conference

August 4 , 19 90

By Rober t L

I

ndsay

The conference on equality and against -racism cocnez 2t an

urgent time in the life cf the Party. The Party^s future - ^ncced

whether there will be a Communist Party - is intricate'y tied to

our policy on equality for African Americans and the ^.T^uggie

against racism. There can be no left organization in the _;r,ited

States of iTiUCh importance that docs no* understand the prime

necessity o^ Biack -white un

the B i ack cam:nun i t y .

and the need to sink dee:

U n d e r s t £ n a

Commun i s t s :' r om
a Commun i s t

.

ng this question is what has
others. it has ai.vavs been the

dist^ng.^^shcd
I i triLS 1 :;3 t of

There
towarc cqua
t n e = a ' t y '

s

c o n f r ri t e c

r. 2

-It'
the Far:growing alarm in our r ,- q

.

y is off course ana c ci r c : u c n t i a ' in the

infiuer,cc in the de-ccratic movemenr.
n some startling factt:. ceciine in r^e::

African Amc r i c a r. s
,
growing in sen s i ', r v

isoiatton frorri the mass actions in •

alien atiof o' man> of our Blac!- '

policies. ^^-.t has led to sharp c;

response tc these devae I opmen t s , the

necessary steps to call fc' the Octob
fine soiutioris.
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should reject dogmatic ideas, mummified formulations, and one-

sidedness that have little to do with reality.

Democratic Upsurge

Profound developments are unfolding in the Black community.

An unprecedented level of mass initiatives, action, and unity is

occuring. New forms of organization are maturing before our very

eyes as old ones change their line and character.

The level of political consciousness has never been^higher and

it is rapidly increasing. It is characteristic of a pecpic on the

move .

Most novt recognize the strategic pOEition of A'rican Americans
in the ccononlc and political structures and their renewed thrust

in the cuitu'al and social life of society. African Americans are

a new "factor" in the equation in -ihe domestic and international
arena. We nave not fully analyzed or grasped this phenomenon.

L'ne ana policy are impossible without a thorougn
appro cia'ion o' these new realities.

The strengih of the African American pecpJe's movement is

based first in labor where they arc the fastest growing sector,
in The nev.' service industries. Black people are tcunc in h'cher
proportions. Any thrust by abcr to organize -.he urvcrcsnized

inevitably starxs w.th Black workers, a disproportionate number of

whom are women.

The integration of African Amicricans ^n the labor market and

the elimination of the barriers of Jim, Ctca- have furthered their

strategic importance and influence. They are a decisive force in

every sector of the people's movemicnt. Many "mia i ns t r earn"

organizations and movements are now heaced by 3!acks, such as the

Democratic Party National Committee.

African Americans are at the center of the democratic upsurge
and arc the main uniting force in the new people's coalitions.
This was dramatically demonstrated in the recent election of

Dinkins as mayor of New York, Douglas Wilder as governor of

Virginia, and in the present campaign of Harvey Gantt, who's
running against the reactionary Sen. Jesse Helms in North Carol ina.

The main figure in the democratic upsurge is the Rev. Jesse
Jackson. He has affected the thinking and organization of the

masses of people more than anyone since Dr. Martin Luther King.

The 1984 and 1988 presidential campaigns of Jackson and the

formation of the Ra i nbow Coa I i t i on changed the thought patterns of

millions and were the single most important factor giving rise to

the organizational and political leadership for the democratic



movement that is now sweeping this country.

Jackson and the forces around the Rainbow Coalition aim to

change the balance of forces in Congress in favor of progressive
representation by the end of the century.

Frederick Douglas declared over 1GQ years ago to those who
sought to separate the anti-slavery struggle from the struggle to

save the nation that to save the nation you must first free the

slaves. We arc now in a comparable situation as we approach the

21st century: To advance democracy, African Americans must be

granted economic parity and political empowerment.

This is the task before the people's movement and this is the

chaMenge before our Party and the Left.

The Rainbow Coalition has existed for six years now and we
have yet to hold a full discussion on it and formulate policy
•oward it. The Rainbow Coalition is a key link in the chain of

sTrjccie. 't has under its umbrella every sector cf the people's
-cverricrt resting upon the i abo r -At r i can American alliance.

Hew do we evpiain our attitude toward the Eiac- community, its

crganizciions and its leadership? fvio ctner sector of the

democratic movement is as active, politically conscious and
sTratcgicaMy placed as African Americans. Yet we are barely
irivcived. At certain levels o* the Party one would hardiy
recognize that anyininc of significance is happening among Black

p e o p i e .

The conference process must uncover the iaeciogical roots of

such sectarianism. It should examine concepts and policies of the
Party as it fully examines all dimensionsof the equality movement.

Let us take the concept of centrality of Black liberation.
We dropped centrality at the very time when Black people and the

equality movement were moving to the center stage of the democr a t i c

movement. Did this not affect our attitude, emphasis and
concentration policy?

We should examine the relation between the class and national
question. Why do we pit one against the other? Wc seem in a hurry
to bury the national question, to declare it over to get on with
the "class." With such logic we would bury the democratic
struggle, the women's movement, the youth question, and make
everything pure and simple - worker against the boss.

Perhaps this explains why some of us are so unapologetic and
hardened in our disregard for the specific demands of African
Americans for equality and for their contributions, not only
political, but cultural, moral, and social as well.



We should examine such ideas as the merging of the class and

national question. This is only one side of the process.
Alongside this is the emerging of greater national awareness and

identity. The melting pot theory is increasingly rejected and in

its stead we have a "gorgeous mosaic" of people and cultures. This
concept grew out of the democratic upsurge and was instrumental to

people and class unity.

Racism
ft

A section of the conference caii is devoted to racism. Many
questions are posed. However, the Party's definition of racism is

not posed as a question. I guess we took it for granted.

Mar>..ists cave a scientific definition to racism. They exposed
the economic and social base of racism and showed how ideciogy grew
out of these relations to justify arc deepen the oppression of a

people based upon their racial characteristics.

The Pai-ty needs a thorough assessment of racisn and race
reiaticns. The country has undergone 1G years cf an Linp-'ccccJented

racist assault under Reaganism. Rscisr- rests upon r,c^^' a premise
geared to the establishment of a new racist division of iabor, anc

transforrnec in recognition that most whites reject tne idea of

inherent superiority.

in p re-conference discussion, a rr.ajcr point o? debate has beer
the so-called anti-racist majcrity. The exchange has oeen rich
and rewarding. !t nas poirted out p-cb:em& with OLr rrje t node i ogy
in deciding -po i icy, in drav.'ing c cnc j; i ens and ;r hew we .T,ake

assessm.onts c 1" trends in consciousness.

Some members are grappiing with v.hat effect this has na- on

the Party. Did it mobilize us against racism or did it lui' us

into n c n - s t r u c g i e and acceptance? Did it correspond t c the views
of the Black community, the trade unions, women croups?

John Jacobs of the Urban League said at their recent
convent ion:

"Racism isn't dead and buried ... it just changes to fit

the changing times. Racism lives on in new, more subtle
forms of d i scr iminat i on . . . stereotypi ng . . . in the refusal
to share power and responsibility."

This Is how this conference must grapple with racism. We must
ask, "How does racism hinder the struggle for empowerment and

parity." In the last leg of the relay for equality, empowerment
and parity, Black-white relations loom more critically than ever

before. The very girders of racism are being cut. It's not the

time to let up, it's the time to pick up the beat.



Instead of sweep i ng genera I i t i es , we need to understand not
only the new features of racism,' but the psychological and moral
effects of racism upon whites.

This conference has to go beyond such generalities- as "racism
is used to divide Black and whites and the source of racism is

monopoly capital." Too often this serves as a cover to deny that
racisrr; exists among white workers and that at a given time under
certain conditions, some sectors have a material interest in racism
even though it contradicts the interest of the class overall. It

ignores that racism is structured in the economic, social, and
cuituta i relations that white people come into contact with
everyday .

What is the importance of Jesse Jackson's formulation of unity
;n terms of a search for "common ground?" Why is it so appealing?
is it because it recognizes the c on t r ad i t i ons and different
interests?

Hc'.v do we strengthen Black-white unity in the framework of

cerr,ccr5t:c reform? Placed tnis way, ComT.unists are called upon tc

struggle against racism not just for the economic interest alone,
rut upon the appeal to the morai and democratic t'-acitions of our
ciassandpeople.

As African Americans demand, in the words of John Jacobs, a

"sharing of power" and a redress for inequality, the people's
moveT.ent and the Left are faced with the need for real soul
searching. Blacks are demanding leadership here as we i i .

We need to analyze why there is such poor representation of

African Americans in the organized i_eft. Few African Americans are
present at the Marxist scholars confer/cnces and the socialist
schoiars conferences. Why is it that while African Americans are
the most politically conscious, the least time, money and
organization is invested here?

The Communist Party once set the pace in the struggle against
racism. It was the conscience of whites. Its slogan, "Black and
vi/hite unite and fight," raliied millions into the CIO and the
unemployed councils.

Leading figures in the Black community such as Paul Robeson,
W.E.B. Dubois, Ben Davis, Claudia Jones, Henry Winston were in and
around the Party. It was proudly hailed as the Party of African
Amer i cans .

Look at the Party today. Many, if not most, African Americans
feel alienated from the policies of the Party. There is no African
American with authority over any of the Party's key institutions
or organs. There are complaints everywhere against racism which
remain unaddressed. This erodes Black-white unity, the very fabric
of our Party. The conference must address this question to put a



s t op t o i t .

What are the standards that we demand of Communists? It is

meaningless and, yes, insulting to say that no racist's are allowed
in the Party. The struggle is much further along than- that. The
Party should be discussing how to eliminate racism from its ranks
and instead create intolerance and moral indignation against it.

In the conference process, inter-Party relations have to be

examined. Present events confirm that commitment to equality must
not be limited to good wilt or declarations of allegiance to

Marxism-Leninism or Communism. it must be structured into the

Party. That is what is meant by "the old standards are not up to

par for today."

What structures and standarcs are necessary to guarantee
equality in our ranks and representation of African Americans,
other minorities and women- structures that can serve as models for

others, as we!!?

We iag behind many, if not rT,c5T, o r gan i r a : i on s . While we
acvoccTe a f t i rrr;a t • vc action for otre-=. v.c cc not r.ave i: Vvritten
in cur constitutioncr anywhere e.se.

Ro i e of Communis' Party

For years, the Party has been sayirig that Blacks are net being
recruited into the F-arty. The composition at every level reflects
this. The Ps,rx-j, in, the past, '.vouic have caiied an emergency
meet inc. Tnc Winston enrollment was initiated Vvithout even
d

i

scuss i ng why SiacKs were leaving in e Party.

We usua I
' y begin the discussion en 'the Party by posing the

question; What is the role of The Party? i think an even more
fundamental question for us is: is :r\Q. Communist Party needed in

the equality movement?

It is not sufficient to state the indispensibiiity of the
Party. Blacks could very well answer that they have done pretty
well without the Party at this stage. In any case, they are not
sitting around waiting for the Party to get itself tcgether.

The "socialist alternative" is not a sufficient answer.
African Americans historically associate the Party with the fight
against racism, the building of the CIO, organizing the unemployed
and the Scottsboro case - not the socialist alternative.

Is the Communist Party the organization in which African
Americans can most effectively struggle for equality or around any
of the broad issues facing our class and people? There arc mi I I ions
of Blacks in organizations and movements, yet, they are not joining
the Pa r t y

.



We need to ask what kind of Cqtnmunist Party is needed, and how
can the cuitura! and social identity of African Americans be
rcf:cctoo in the Party? Considering the number of mass
rgan i zii t i ens in the Black community and the leve! of organization

of African Americans, what is a realistic goal for the increasing
the size of the Party in the Black community? We usually speak of

a mass Party. We should take a deeper look at this concept. It

is not sufficient to define the Party in terms of class, alone. Too
oftcnii serves to ignore the ai '-class character of the struggle
forequality.itpitsthePa
icacs 10 smug indifference to readers and mo i.'cmcn t

;

conimun i t v . ,

in the Black

There is a Left in the E ; a c

^

inmost organizations, especially
as so c c ri s ! i

* u T e d in s t y • e , organ
Lett. Wc arc too n a r r ow , r i g i a an

the most crippling of a ! ! , for

a&sc''"ior, t'-.at is so i^dicativ;
times. The -arty must e> press tre

: on-.iTiun i t y . They arc to be found
the Ra i r.bow Coa i i t i on . The Party
za: ion and policy is not for this

:: sectarian. Dogmatism is perhaps
it goes against the very self
c' African Americans of these
^sntity c*. the Biaci< community.
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JEJiife]SECRET

Enclosed for Bureau and New York is one copy each of
the following documents: (1) CPUSA National Committee (NC)

Agenda dated 1/18/91; (2) 1/25/91 report to National Committee
by GUS HALL; (3) draft panel reports on (A) Racism, (B) African-
American people, (C) New Thinking, Internationalism and
Imperialism (D) Election, (E) Developments in Socialism (F)

Peoples Weekly World, (G) CP-Nature & Role, (H) Democratic
Centralism, (I) trade union and (J) Class struggle; (4) Program
transcript of committee meeting dated 12/12-13/90; (5) Peoples
Daily World editorial office letter dated 1/2/91 with Chicago
Tribune news report dated 11/27/90; "Teamster" article
regarding National Black caucus and untitled news clipping
regarding DANIEL LIGUROTIS. Above items obtained by Pittsburgh
asset while at NC meeting 1/25-27/91. Enclosed for Chicago
Division is one copy of enclosure (5) above.

The following information was provided by Pittsburgh
asset who is knowledgeable of the activities of the CPUSA and
who attended a National Committee meeting at CPUSA Headquarters,
235 West 23rd Street, New York, NY from 1/25-27/91:

I

^^^
The meeting began 1/25/91 with I

i____
chairing the first session. She introduced |

^\ ana
provided the proposed agenda which was to carry ^Qiem through
three days.

This agenda was immediately challenged with about a
one-half hour argument over whether there would be an immediate
discussion on GU§]^pALL's report. Those favoring the immediate
discussion pret

GUS HALL then gave his report, a copy of which is
enclosed. When this had been completed, a number of NC members,
sonsisting of mostly African-Americans, opposed it

^?as one of the most vocal opponents and said that it
wTs" not in~ sync with the times and that while it contained a Idt
of smooth platitudes, it did not have a sense of direction. She
said his report was a smoke screen for things which have come up
and which have not been addressed.

. Btbi^rs alpo condemned the speech including
They said he was not addressing

of critidyi importance to them, namely, the sensitivity of the
Party on the race issue. The discussion continued the entire
day and disrupted the scheduled agenda.

SJ^ET
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GUS HALL, however, did not attend this discussion or
a continuation of this discussion the following day. This upset
many of the members, who felt he should have been there to
answer questions not provided in his report. It was later
determined through a private source that he had had an
appointment at a local NY hospital for some tests and that
following the tests he needed his rest.

Following discussion of GUS HALL's report, 10 reports
on various issues were given, which included all items in
enclosures under draft panel reports.

It was the report on "Insensitivity in the
Leadership" that brought on the most heated arguments. A number
of TueTTibf^rs particioAlaed which^included those mentioned ab£>ve and

m!an/2 of th-^nSfirrd-dgo ai?r^ndees.

treated
Ih^ complaineded 'ehez

i^rf- wag m\y<an Hya
sbd-UtfaJ^*—

i

' WiiU'' Party had
were

[

no lonqet 'bn NC_ ôa]:'d. \ Thfey sAid htahy Att^lC^h-Attfet-iaah people
had left the Party~because of the racism.

During this debate. L_had to,>l^ave the
liiad

the floor at that time and stated generally JDuf'^lllfyiying
directly about I | that "if you can't stand the heat, get out
of the kitchen" . While | | did not hear the remark until
someone told him when he got back, it immediately reheated the
debate

.

l^W.CARiy^ I^INTEI^g, got up at one point and made a

iflbdBjK^b^KdGiariUBHlCdtSiiHiiHrraaiBBlli^

did not want—€my-*Pcirt oi I'tT

said that only a few were now making
blacks are now totally left out and nothing

said that he had brought this
decisions ana mat
is being done about it
problem to the attentio'n—OS/ 'Tins ""^Party in 1987 while at the
Convention and that they could have solved it then by having
both white and black leaders.

^

The debate went on the rest of the day. It was
supposed to end at 9:00 p.m., but permission was given to "stop
the clock" which meant it could go on forever. It eventually
ended at 10:00 p.m. It seemed that almost everyone also showed
displeasure with HALL's report. Most felt that HALL should have

SB^ETsMb
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been there to hear the debate. Many criticized him because of
the timing of his trip to the hospital and felt that it was
probably planned as a way for him to avoid having to confront
the members

.

b6
b7C would hold L

stated that the presiding committee
\LL about 8:30 a.m. Sunday and insure

that he was aware of all the accusations and discuss with him
how they could deal with it. The NC had audio taped the
discussion and Hall was supposed to listen to this debate,
although the source felt he was not inclined to do so.

When HALL met with them again on Sunday morning, he
"poo-pooed" the charges and said some people are trying to break
the Party. When he finished with his remarks, most of the NC
members were still unhappy as he never gave them a direct answer
as to how he planned to deal with it.

Asset stated that HALL usually feels that others will
come to his defense and in this case, enough did that he
probably felt somewhat vindicated. He sits above the storm and
does not realize the seriousness of this present situation.

1 said privately that when she talks to HALL in
his office, he is always agreeable. However, when the same
issue is publicly proposed, he does not like it, adding that
that was how she fell out of grace with him.

feels that the Party does not have its hand on
the pulse 'S!E OTLngs which are happening. The Peoples Weekly
World (PWW) is not reflecting the work of the Party and some
clubs are not holding meetings in the districts due to racism.
The financial drives are falling short of their goals. In
short, they are not focusing on the true issues such as big
business, racism and the war because of the divisive race issue
in the Party.

There were also complaints that the businesses of the
Party have not grown and in fact are losing money. Someone
needs to oversee what the problems are and take steps to solve
them, but most of the vocal dissidents were sure HALL would not
be able to achieve this.

In the end, many did not want to accept HALL's
report, as they felt he was pulling a fast one by not starting
his summary until 2 p.m. Sunday when he knew many would be
wanting to leave so they could make travel connections. These
people wanted a statement included which would say "This is his
speech but we didn't vote on it."

SE>4lBT
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^
One objection in his initial report was found on page

8 of Part III, where he states "... the main question now is \A-
Breservation _

of the Soviet Union by any and all means available ^/v

\n& necessaryT" Members felt that this would mean that guns
could now be used against Soviet citizens, and that he, HALL,
was sanctioning it. HALL said he didn't mean it that way and
that it would be removed from the final report.

~~

Members agreed to publish the parts of his speech
dealing with economics and the War, but did not want the other
parts published. However, asset felt that anything HALL wants
published will get published,.ai«i_in the end, another fight would
result. The final vote wasQ36-24/to accept his report .

HALL also did not want the other speeches published
as many did, but will probably publish only those that are not
critical of him or his leadership.

Members also stated that they would like something on
paper prior to coming to these meetings, especially his speech.
While some defend him and say that he wants to include only the
most up-to-date material, his detractors say that he doesn't
want to give opponents time to organize a meaningful opposition.

The Sunday session finally finished at 6:00 p.m., but
many issues were still unresolved. The total attendance was
about 100 people, although asset never saw that many there at
any one time.

5*
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E.L ECT.ION. . PANE L -SUMMARY

New York, Dec. 15, 1990

Panel mombers in attendance;

Afi^encan comt bgps
the PFW.

)

Composi tioi-i: six womc-n, four rnv^n

I
( It was eyplained that
were out of

s o rrle oT the At r ican
town and one was on assignrritnt from

indicHlh5 th^t, It

of the experiences

made a brief opening statement,
WoS thS ptlirpose of the panel to discuss some

of the last caropaign, the questions around
independ&nt politics, some of the perspectives for 1991 and 1992
end seek to resolve euch differences on these questions as may
exist.

Much of the discussion revolved around the experience^
the comrades who had run as independents for local officesT mmmmmJLmm

-- briefly — as a candidate, on the Unity Party
ticl-et until the Unity Party was denied a place on the ballot for
lack of signatures. (She pointed out that the Unity Party was
challenged by the New Alliance Party and that the challenge was
upheld by the Board of Elections.)

I I
discussing her independent campaign for

freeholder in New Jersey observed that the independent forces,
whether inside or outside the two old parties, do the most
registration work and that they have been the key factor in

electing labor, African America, Hispanic and women candidates
to office.

Discussing her own experience as a candidate, she reported
that she got good labor support and that 30 people called her
office to volunteer because they wanted an independent to win and
were disgusted with the two major parties. Her literature, she
said, mentioned that she was a Communist. Among the volunteers,
she reported, were many people with whom the Party had no
previous contact. "The CP must be involved the electoral arena,
or we will have no public face to present to the masses," she
stressed.

emphasized among the central factors that will

.c^C hrj&O!
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affect the 1992 elections is the rising anti-war sentiment among
the people. She told of various town meetings in New York State
and gave details of a peace meeting in Ithaca where 8 people
initiated a forum on the Middle East and invited public
officials. They reserved a school auditorium with a capacity of
500 — but 1,000 showed up, most of whom were not traditional
anti-war activists. Public TV had footage shown of the meeting
around the state. A week later , 30 people went over the fence
at protest demonstration at a U.S. Army depot. She urged more
such town meetings in building for the Presidential elections.

I I reported on the coming mayoralty and councilmanic
elections in Philadelphia and pointed out that the independent
forces were split and that many were disenchanted with the
electoral system and are "steering clear" of the electoral arena.

Jesse Jackson, she said, played a positive role in trying to

bring the splintered forces together on an economic plan of
saving the city, including the demand hat the banks pay city
taxes in Philadelphia.

I Ireoor ted that she had been the Unity Party candidate
because she has been concerned about increasing

voter arop-out, rate, "We need to provide a vehicle and a program
for disgruntled voters, whether within the DP structure or in

independent forms," she said. "We need to be flexible. Voters
are not apathetic; they're angry."

I
rp 7 fat ing his experience

Cth^J^nTnTiative^ to organize
independent force, working botn i

most important thing is to buil
flexible in promoting progressiv
unionists, both in or out of the
or cut of the DP is a local tacti
independence is financial indepen
organizational structure which
can function on its own."

s'

the Hambow
Tislde and
d
a

sa i d that theCgPAtook
Coal iti^ti as

outside the^TDP. "The
independent forms that can be
candidates, especially trade

DP," he said. "Whether we're in
cal decision. Central to real
dence — its own budget, its own
is not dependent on the DP and

The fight for independence, added, requires a drastic
overhaul of the whole election structure, including registration
laws, proportional representation, etc. "Unless we change the
electoral rules, we won't have a level playing field for people's
candidates.

"

stn
expressed regret that some of the comrades who were

questioning the Party's electoral policy were not present at the
panel to express their views. "Our electoral policy grows out of
our anti-monopoly strategy," he said. "We should try to elect
candidates on the basis of the labor movement, the African-
American community, the Hispanic community, and other sections of
the anti-monopoly alliance... on an independent basis. If
necessary, we work within the Democratic Party. If possible, wa
work outside of it.

"
I [ said he disagreed with those who think

the DP can be a vehicle for people's power. The DP is still
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funded by, and is a stronghold of monopoly interests, he said.

I I
reported that in running as an independent in two

successive elections, his campaigns had helped form an
independent organization, the Hispanic Political Union, a
grouping which still exists. Another independent grouping. GPAC ,

the Grass Roots Political Action Committee, with which [_. I has
excellent relations. In the elections, GPAC endorsed] |a
Communist, several Democrats and one Republican.

b6
b7C

said we should as a policy matter "support Progressive Democrats,
runnir.g on a people's program Independents and OP candidates."
And, she addc-d, "It is not realistic to make the DP the vehicle
for social change. That dcesn't negate supporting independent or
progressive Democrats. We need to talk to more trade union
leaders about running for office, both in the DP primaries, and
in t'-.e general elections. And it is important to run CP
candidates, because it helps to open up the whole election. We
need an electoral policy that encourages independent
development.

"

I [ discussing our attitude to the DP,
the left there are two extremes: 1) the Socia
other left groups generally don't want to h

the. DP (although, to be fair to them, the
candidate against a Dellums). The SWP, howeve
candidates" aoainst progressive Democrats. e
Alliance Party.

|
bf the Li

Vermont, even ran against l I 2}
Socialists of America) cee hope only in th
it. There may now be some differences within
but so far it hasn't broken into the open.

pointed out that on
list Party and some
ave anything to with
y would never run a
r, often runs "spite
ven as does the New
berty Union Party in
The DSA (Democratic
e DP, not outside of
the DSA on the issue

Our policy is neither. We encourage every expression of
political independence and ever since our foundation as a party
have urged the formation of a labor party and have broadened the
concept into a mass people's party. At the same time we have a
solid realistic appreciation of the actual situation in the
labor movement and the African American community. We know that
they view, pragmatically no doubt, the DP as the only practical
vehicle at J-tlls po int for electoral success. It is entirely
understandable that members and supporters of the Congressional
Black Caucus have this view, as do the more than 7,000 African
American elected officials in the nation. But in virtually all
cases, despite their use of the Democratic Party as their
vehicle of convenience today, they are generally careful to build
their own independent machinery so that they do not have to rely
on the Democratic organization — such as it is. But more than an
organizational device, such groupings as the CBC develop a
political program, an alternative budget and even a challenge to
their own top leadership on such issues as war and peace, as
witness Rep. Dellums' leadership of the suit against the Bush
Administration on the war question.
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There was general agreement in the panel on the policy
outlook and complete agreement on the electoral struggles in 1991

and 1992 — the struggle for peace (the meeting took place a
month before Bush opened hostilities), the battles in connection
with the recession and the fight against mounting racism and the
crucial question of redistricting and its importance for helping
to elect more African Americans, more representatives of other
oppressed peoples and emphatically more trade unionists.

In this connection the comrades strongly demand escalation
of the importance of legislative and political action work,

rebuilding of the national apparatus and similar committees in

the districts, regular regional conferences and special reports
on this field of work at NC meetings and conventions — in short
an electoral party.
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The panel on the PeoplesJ/Veekly World met by telephone conference. There were

10 participating locations In California, Oregon. Utah. PittsbJrgh. Florida,

Connecticut and New York (including New Jersey), with a total of 25 people. In some
cases local preparatory meetings had been held. This method of organization proved

quite workable and much less expensive than even a small amount of air travel would

have been, n he panel members recommend that it be explored for other occasions.

In keeping with the mandate of the panels, participants were first invited to suggest

areas of possible ideological or policy disagreement for exploration. None were
proposed, and subsequent discussion confirmed that ttiere is wide agreement on the

basic concept and implementation of the World.

Two rounds of discussion were held, the first focusing o|p evaluations and
suggestions concerning editorial content, the second on circulation and finances.

The atmosphere was comradely, constructive and fruitful.

yvmong the questions raised and explored were the definition of the audience(s) of

the World, additional or expanded features which are desired, the diverse forms of

circulation and relation to Party participation in mass movements, the question of

tone, the World's role as educator, mobilizer and unifier, the Party's relationship to the

paper, and the impact of the shift to weekly publication.

Perhaps the most frequently expressed comment about content was the desire for

more, and especially more that relates to each of the participants' areas of activity

There is a desire to have regional edition in the South, and more state editions.

There is a desire to have more Spanish-language material, which is utilized in various

areas of the country. There were suggestions for additional or expanded coverage on
the question of Mexican-Americans, immigration, youth, science, and economic
matters. More than one person expressed the importance of having material which

reflects club and district concentrations.

People in states which cilrrently have their own editions wish that more of the

material in the state pages could be seen by the rest of the country.

There were few suggestions of what we could do with less of.

A second much-discussed question Is the one of tone. There was agreement that

optimism is essential and is founded in fact, in the reality that the working-class and
the communist movement have grounds for confidence in the future. Nothing can be
built on pessimism and defeatism.

But the tone should not be simplisticaily optimistic. It should not shy away from
difficulties, but confront problems (as, for example, the two dates for peace
demonstrations), explore diverse sides of questions and try to provide answers.

Polemics and discussions with friendly and allied forces should be conducted in a
respectful manner, designed to shed light and to strengthen unity. The paper does and
should continue to reflect the Party policy of fighting for a broad assemblage of

people's forces for peace, democracy, equality and social progress. The
breakthroughs of the paper against anti-communism and in establishing strong links

with a wide variety of forces in all parts of the people's movement was highly

appreciated. Their reflection in our pages is of mutual advantage.

In this connection, all agreed that the paper must have as its primary audience a
broad cross-section of the working-class and the nationally oppressed, especially
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organized workers and those who are in the front lines of struggle. This can be

combined with addressing the left, activists of various movements and the Party.

The role of the paper as mobilizer and educator were also stressed. Several

comrades expressed the desire for more discussion and effective advocacy of

socialism and other strategic aims, and education in Marxism.

There were different shadings of opinion about the most effective means of

presenting the Party. One felt that the Parly and its campaigns were under-reported.

Most believed that the Party coverage came through as an organization in struggle,

an essential and distinct component of the broad movement.

Most felt weekly publication has produced a more integrated publication and that

the magazine-style front page assisted in circulation and focus.

It was agreed that economic stmggles were of special importance in this period.

There was much appreciation for original and investigative material and special

issues on various questions (Mandela visit, Labor Day, economic crisis. Gulf crisis).

The coverage of the developments in the socialist world were regarded as a

mnique achievement and point of attraction for the paper, but comrades felt that the

developments themselves have a contradictory influence. On the one hand, they

have lessened the atmosphere of fear and intimidation and heightened interest. The

peace policy of the Soviet Union has greatly increased its prestige. On the other

, hand, there is concern over the economic and political prospects of socialism among
many of socialism's long-time supporters and confusion as to the causes of the

developments.

Participants shared the opinion that the paper must continue to evqive and mature

in its tone and content, taking into account the greater maturity of its readership and

their desire for the exerpise of independent judgment

The circulation of the World takes many different forms throughout the country. The

size of the city, concentration of the Party and local objective circumstances

determine the yaried approaches necessary to having an impact with the paper.

The paper is distributed at work sites and unemployment offices, picket lines, labor

councils and union halls, in neighborhoods and housing developments, at college

campuses, at demonstrations, in newsracks and newsstands, and in many locJations

where the paper is dropped off for free pickup by interested passers-by.

Making personal contact while distributing the paper is important because it is

more likely to result in subscriptions or regular readers and, of course, develop new
activists and build the Party. However, dropoffs of the paper and racks/boxes enable

a small number of circulators to develop a wide distribution and give the paper

visibility and a broad presence in a small community. Developing ways to get subs

out of these dropoffs needs more attention. Putting inserts with local PO boxes and

giving free trial offers have been successful for getting subs where they have been

trieqi. However, we need much more concentrated work on subscriptions as can be

seen by the results of the current sub drive.

In spite of the excellent work being done in some areas and by some comrades,

the circulation of the paper is not growing and the reasons need to be thoroughly

examined by our Party. What fraction of the Party's membership regularly distributes

the paper? Given the wide respect for and influence of the paper, why are there only
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a few comradns vho dn tn;? majority of circulation work? Are there elements of the

content of the par'ir t!\-,i ro<^6 improving to achieve wider interest and circulation? Do
we see circ<.:'<-'inQ and fu ^-^raisirr) for the paper as mass work or as integrated into our

mass wcrk? A'e there £'-' 'anrs of being associated with the paper and how can

comrades wi'i^ scci'rity cob'smr, still contribute to circulation and fundraising? Does

the prob'em c- U^ft paof;'' nrrivino !?.tG in many areas limit building the circulation?

Given that c\.r re-ior err" 'viles'have been the mainstay of both circulation and

fundraising. ^.nv do we 'rN^oiogicaliy convince and inspire the next generation to take

up this impel .^'it work?

Since there v/sre di?p:!r«=ement5 with our previous formulation that "the paper was
the centcrpifica cf the c'irn? work" because it seemed to have caused some clubs to

see work v;i"n 'he paper r.? replacing mass struggle, some felt we need further

discussion c^ the ccrcsn' ^'"d possibly a new formulation that shows the paper as the

centerpiece for fl-.r; Party ovft.all. i.e. the most important institution the Party has and

an essentia' tool '? c'nb- "^ mass struggle.

A much n-cre o'can'"?':; f.pp'-oach to circulation, to thinking creatively and

constan'Jy tr/irp nov •.»•'•/- to gel the paper out is key to the growth of the paper.

Likewise, eypand'-if) t'--; ".ribGr cf subscribers, organizing activities that emphasize

outreach and building re-ders supcort is fundamental to maintaining the paper

financiaHy.

Due to a d^crr-^a.'ed h'jdciet and new approaches to increasing the income,

including a bundle price, a subscription rate that pays for itself and the

solicitinri of a'iveiL-fnci. ^-.r 'he first ime the paper can be reader supported. However,

fulfilling this yo2''s r^so/

budget.

This year'? d!".''- 'a"'" -

fundraising b--.:-s ;o "i.O;'

thrniinhniit t'-n '""nr yi .-^

(ur'-.i drive is absolutely necessary to meeting this year's

r--9 fi'c-t ;ime begin a sustainer campaign to spread the

Gv SLS'aining contributors who make contributions
-iv^ wi" a'so be kicked off by a national tourl

~1
In a!i aspects of the drive, from club events to district-

wide events, wc ne- ^ha.-i2G outreach, bring new friends, activists and
readers ;o thr^ a".!!-/ tirr. t v-,t r^isn money for the paper. Ideas and experiences from

clubs acoss t'^e cy.'.ru- vji! be shared through the fund drive newsletter and the

pages of the paper di ;r n,-- ihp drive.

In al! arena of fin-fr,-, .-.i-g our Party is learning to work in new ways and needs to

expand this ;-:ODro-.ch. S -^c" the b'jndle costs have gone up, comrades are finding

new ways tc raise; r'-nnrv fo^ the bundles, like having an extra event , or adding their

yearly bund'e bi'i a-^to
"

-i'' fund d^ve goal or getting bundle sustainers from

individuals in their area, o^ c?jr^,''"^n a can at an industrial site, or simply asking

recipients fc a d-natir. vi cne a-'sa recycling aluminum cans and newspaper helps

pay for the bundle.

Discussion of cufre-t h on a -^ew level in building the circulation of the paper and
broadening oji- fundrai? -^g base should be an important part of pre-convention

discussicn and he 'aker jp ty every club. There is a high degree of respect for the

paper among ts f-eado? .^nd in our party. It deserves and can have a much wider

circulaticn in our ccuntry and a growth in its size and influence will guarantee a
broader ba-e o* r.-^de^^ dedicated to maintaining it financially.
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The panel met for two days, Oeceraber 15 wd 16, with 13 participants—roughly

«lierh»U of those assigned to the^nel. .OUcusslon was llvtlfr, democratic

comradely. The report .repres0|ts ,"tii Yts anln sections. Ite views of a

;^nt1a1 majority of the panel fartlcipantsl It also Includes a sunwary

^Jffr major Issues on which differences were expressed both at the meetings and

"in papers submitted by panel neiGbers.

This report 1s being distributed to all members assigned to the panel.

Including those who did 4iot attend the meetings. Copies of papers submitted

to the panel will also be distributed as soon as they are available.

The panel will meet again In February, liate to be determined. Please

make every effort to attend, whether or not ^you attended the Decenfcer sessions.

The deliberations of this panel are an extremely Important part of the pre-

conventlon discussion of the Party, especially in this time when stormy

events are sweeping the socialist world and powerful struggles for socialism

are developing in the capitalist world.

Written contributions received prior to the February meeting will be

welcome and, to the extent possible, will be duplicated and sent to all

panelists. Please sena conments to Victor Perlo, panel chair, at:

235 West 23rd Street, New lorkritew York 10011

On the first day of the meeting, the panel discussed the situation of

socialism In the USSR. On the second day, the situation of socialism in

Eastern Europe ms covered; the struggles of socialist forces in Latin

America and other developing countries and, briefly, the question of socialism

In the United States.

Among participants, a wide range of opinions concerning developments

the socialist world were volced.j Tlie discussion was comradely and open.

re was consensus on tone Ic^jqu^tlms: Agreement that socialism fs a

Hor '^jrstea to «||>fta1ism—a crucial startfng point; ligraMpt that

imperialism Is not dead and Is still the nin uukV'
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threat' «•' war f«)« the fssclfit «r «»cffn€. It 'was the p«o[^1e of ttw' tSSI; «t

'ttm'bl* cost, who decisively defeated Hitler's army and led In the defeat of,

the *|i1s.' Thereafter the/ rebuilt the severely damaged country and markedly

raised living »nd cultural atar>dards to become the world's second greatest ^.•

econ'oslc power. °IT* progress of the USSR created conditions that facilitated

tictorlous soclal-Mit revolutions In Eastern Europe, China, Korea «nd Mongolia.

The USSR's success in"kfteping up with the nuclear ania race forced by the

United States change* 6»» wbrld balance of power, ft helped create conditions

whereby most of Africa and^la achieved liberation fro« colonial ism, and a

number of developing countries, headed by Cuba, took the course of socialism.

Following the policy of proletarian Internationalism, the USSR gave

economic and political assistance to countries liberated from imperialism and

to forces fighting for liberation.

But these very real, positive accompl istments were marred by several

serious, negative related factors:

. The cold war. The contlnucws threat of nuclear aggression; the arms

race and economic warfare by U.S. Imperialism and Its allies, compelling

divenlon of science, human and material resources to defense.

..•..-. Insoff Icletrt «ippUc*tlon of .the technological breakthroughs, necessary

to achieve military strategic parity, to develop a 'fully modern consumers

*9oods Industry. ' - ''

"''"" ''"'

, ^;;:':a. Growth. of'iT»rtVlTeged twcaucracy. and corruptldn.
.i>._. ,.

'

. Jnadeguate proficient and ctedlbli Ideologic*! work mowg the

*; «hi»lofls aWot'^tspltillta md underestimation of c»p1Ul1$t Id

countries.

-vys

m^ .::. -^•^-^--k„e^i„
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h«;ess1t-{« rttsf twhrtantlAlly; ptrjtKWl freedom' weJ^nSl^defied «s cold-wr-

Imposed restriction! i«rtj*»4**. ,^T1>e StSif^t le«(kMhlp t<»<hKte4 a skillful

and .eCf^twft xaopalgx for p«ace and d*iBr»roent. ,;- - ••"' '"-"«,-

on economists and' other 'professional advisors, nt9lect104,««rlcerv' Input on

policy. StructuraT poTfti^l chiHges reduced workingclass representation in-" '

the Soviets. A large part of the «ed1a care under controJbf "prejudiced

critics of their own society and its history, giving rein, instead to fulsome

admiration of capitalism. Id fact,' the ideological struggle against capitalism

was largely stwndoned. while th« anti-socialist propaganda offensive by

Imperialism was Intensified, for the first time haying substantial centeJrs of

Influence Inside the USSR. Nor has monopoly capitalism relaxed economic warfare

against the USSX. and the pressure of the arms rice has accelerated despite the

Soviet Uhlon's unilateral suijstafftial mllitarjj reductiQOj^
^ ^

A salient f«t»r MS the program of dristfc changes In property relat1o«» ,..

AdO}»te4?*y"the Te«*SriWp In 198<^. Tl« tlog«ftfr>opuUrtttd were of transferrfnjf

to a •market econoay* 4^ i^lnlnfl^'^ jctvlllzad worl4 (lirttt.*.^:*^:- ^
The term *«»rket economy" 1i a eupheniss ftr capital Isn, and Its^ |H-opoie«^

^

prorlslorw had i^rect locltl fii^)l<catlon^^». Tl* ej»«tf*V.'J>^ w»t «<iaali^t>ifo»*';^|

ttM tMlE'-QirAl #br«^'fropertJI^;«K{«l4lt/|Hitii(cli-ewRe4« <^v»^*)isj^^ili^'.^^i.

pises. 1nd1v14ua1 private enterpflftff^^k corpontftmeSi Thar* m
i%i^^''-i:
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't'^ c|pitaHst liuj-lncs(BMfct-' S»t«rpr1ses vtdfe encouraged to sell goods ou

the structure of planned deliveries, weakening planning. Violations of
'

accounting regulations- led to »n excessive suppljr of oorny in tJi"culat1ofl%

"^
;;< Thus by 1950 the Increasingly poi^erful private sector was hoarding goods and

creating shortages of necessities. -
• - \

^ Introduction of significant aspects of capitalist anarchy disrupted

- prDductlon.^ Growth sIomH 1b 1989 «nd production turned seriously downward

^.^.; . in 1990 as iflieapToyBcnt spread.

By the fall of 1990, debates in the Supreire Soviet and among politicians

centered on what forms artS by what routes the transition to capitalism should

take place. While some contended that this transition to a "market economy"

was still within the "socialist choice," the roost aggressive and openly anti-

Communist elements nade no bones about their capitalist aim. The country was

loaded with American and other Western advisors who were providing know-how

on the implementation of capitalism, while Soviet specialists and students were

sent to the United States and Japan, especially, for similar training.

Simultaneously, the pro-imperialist and nationalist factions added to the

difficulties by launching separatist movements in many of the Soviet republics--

Includlng the Russian Republic— threatening to scash the Soviet state.

'"

But the core of the Comminist Party, th^ majority of the working cUss,

" oppose amJ resist this course iind the antJ-soe1a.l1st privatization schemes. At

th« en<i of 1990, there was < major upsurge of the movement in defense of "' '

Soviet soclallw. President Gorbachev cr1t1c1ze<I Mnsttf f^ not «de<iu»d^

conslderifif th« views ft iKirkers. r .; ,

ThiSr4nft represents « reflecU*" Wf *J« majority opinion ^
dr»nl||jfe>plltt«. ''ftnJ^

^frf^i .j«^»Ai^p CPsil. )»» t« its effect on the Soviet Ohlonwhl thei«rl4
,;.;

~, Itmtmitt ipveient. One c6*ra<Je »*W the |6H«ich«..l«(d«r»ht> »l "Hfltituff^ ^'^

'" '""
-wrtloQk »^>ported lawrylBs (iejrm of'^^ ftirttor

f
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: . That- ccmrad* '»u^ij«'it«<*'''
'^ Gorbachev leadership ¥« ' •nei-^o^'l•tV t •"<* »nti-Socl»lL«t,

objectively, • p<}«A*la»l irttlrwhio* »*ny dlfc*(jr««d.^ '

j.. , .-,,,„
1^ hu»fc«c ot ccuarad»ii criticit»<J th» failttr* of th«' party pr«»m

. and PA. to cb«"H*ng» odr* *ctlv»ly concepts IW* "Maxkat economy; • -

er.anatlng troa the Soviet Untoii ^*»(l, to )»<% wore Arltloal of SovJUt
acttona in iforld- •fteir^ lAich ov« sway from tradltiorual Soviet .'

intcrnatlonalielT »trand8- Othero saw the Soviet Onion &« still
playing e iKMiitl'** role falE tar»e«rvltvg peaoe in. the Middle Ea«t« end
there wan general agreeiint that the early Gorbachev peftce
initi»tlve« conC«inaii«» nuclfcer .<»iearBA*eTJ« had been, e hmitf poeHlT* .i-'^'-'?^

braaJtthroujijh for world peace.

Concerning attespts Cro» a veVi«ty of aources feo blaiM «rv*nt«
in the Soviet Union and Eastern Europe on "Stalinism" and the
policies of the Stalin period, the clear majority view was very
critical of uaing thie concept aa a catchall, 37 years after the
death of Stalin, one comrade noting that "it doesn't taV.e into
account the econoay, ideological work, and Bocial structures." One
Member of tlie panel, who did not attend the meetings, sent in •

paper attributing^ the crieie in both the Soviet Union and Eastern '^

Europe to the distortion of democratic centralimi in the period of

the Stalin leadership and ita spread to Cottaainist parties
throughout the world. Another comrade expressed the viev that the
onesided attack on StalLn ^and ' Stalinisa," wa* in reality an
attack on planned economy^ pahl le ownerehip- of the msima of
production, and othetf agreed u#on fomvlatione of a eociallst eyete»
that predated twtlt tSk Soviet »«i(i»lwelio« «t*J Ut* miAlin leadership.

.:¥-

On PtveTopmcnts STnce^

J*. ""v. In.- ,4.»t«>Mr£c haw* occvmH im^Jm^tm '^^ •^'''
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la^^jytiBiiitjpji^ls] >t1ty ,jr»^ stron'9 pov«" to UwJ'f^^ff^t '|^^

«od *ubnize the ,j1tu«t1on.' ^ -'> .'•#.>i'?,w^*.>fciT^"

f^flf<^l^ k'wt^i larjin, ltlp«ct^ i ^qlid Caawinist. Vice-gBtflBfent.

Strong afHp^otaeflts^Wirt nod*, irf the JtelUgtnce and mHIUf^ s«ctp**

fonaer foreign minister, the outstanding Ideological capltulator to Imperial Isbi,

Shevardnadze, annou»ice<i his Intention t*i;T«s1gn.,-,.A1*xand€r Yakovlev, at one

time President' Gorbachev's closest advisor and most-pro-capltallst associate,'

was dropped froa 1e«*irship. v ^ ^

An intense struggle is underway to save the Soviet Union and to save

socialism there. Gorbachev aptly compared the struggle going on with the

Soviet defense of Moscow and at Stalingrad 1n World War II. The fiction that

the "market economy* Is «th«r than outright capitalism has been exposed, and

its identity with capltilts* Is conceded for Eastern Europe. Year-end results

tell of the terrible setbacks suffered by these countries and, of course,

especially by their workers, who have sustained drastic cuts In real wges.

There is mass unemployineflt and loss of political influence, while their countries

are becoming semi -colonies of Western imperialism. And the proposed "market

econo[T\y" programs in the USSR, whether that of Shatalin or of Ryzhkov, are no

different in principle from those now wrecking a number of East European states.

While stepping back from the brink, Gorbachev has not abandoned his

verbal adherence to Wie "irket •conoiny' approach. The renegade fom«r

Coomiunlsts, Yeltsin, Popov and Sobchak--deBV^09UCS with considerable political

power and Influence—ar* doing their b^st to obstruct consolidation and

stabilization. Whole echelons of young Intellectuals have been Infected with

revisionist Ideology, repudiating the entire history and outstanding achieve-

ments of their country. ;>;: ''-''';: " •-'^ \, J "'. :1s;. "•,'.
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- '-;..- $b^*r'UTi«B) WW* viuf'fe OWt,* . « spoke publkVy aboaf tKe SiiBlnfitritiwi'*^*"^'"

of 1»cre*5tn<} ecorvMstt cKaos and Mijbf|j»tcm ' $ des1r» ta insurt tKat tMj

ufidsrstandlnq does not f>*co«e I Jlcerrse -ftfr th« ioritXfrrsidfnt to muff^fcit

cvierj n)i-(iBe«t«ry,effort to rsUfciUh fre« i»riets outsldt the Soviet GoYcro-

inent's contnj}." (The .Hew YoHi Times, 12/17/50) .
_' > l^j^j .

<. ."^."^
"

.._-.

Thus wilJi typlqjT »rrog«rK:*', Q«1(»r ctmsldert tt possible for th« Bush

Mw1nistr»tion to decide what "Hcense" to gfve the Soviet Govermnent for Its

Internal actions! ' •"- -.
' ^.

•'
_ frt-- „, ^""^

•-r The Ha« TorV Tluei edltorizl iied; -HELP WJSCOW'S REFORt^R.S--SOON .

'

"The Soviets ere engaged In a ferocious political bjltle betrt-een reforAs and

reactionaries [CcxBnunists] , between those who seek decentralized markets and

political deinocracy and those who :eek to preser-ve cetttrallied control .. .the

reactionariei may be gaining the upper h^nd.

"tf tlwt'»,J*sit t*c(»es all ttw nore Important for. the West to tip the

sxiles In favor of the refontiers [capitalists] wiUi the prtmise of aid,^

conditioned upon furtf^r.refonns.' (I2/16/90) ''

TT»« are bat t fftw ex*n>l»»:^ ^tNL,cwit1ruj1t>^ b*rr»o» ef »n«-s«:1»Hst

InfldstMtory BedtJ-Offverage dally 'feeing presented \a the U.S: ^itti"*' •^;''^**:-- "

»f*--*r*r3

'^/'^sJsi.-i'
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Increased; Its "«fct1v1ty and influence fil^other dfmctf'twi' wllh th«'l|»iia(jr<|jr|f

HiddleEttt development*, tafst rev^yt Its struggle for peace and fuH neniaT" -^^

econowlc tnd cultural '*»1»tion» wiOm tl» USSR; fiij^ «»d1ng nuclear tests; for

couplet* nuclear disarainient and the ^ndlng. of the thre*t of a nuclear holocaust.
'": "Yhe recerrt changes fn ttm Uniat Union are still gathering noaentusi.

They represetit ^»-iili5lj«1ng of a' major turning point, taking place 1q

condlfloo? of-ecooqwic difficulty and political conflict. The essential point

f's that tte iwrktrs ai*d.^ir CCwnuBlst Party are ncblllilng forces and

exercizing decisiveness and leadership. .

This gives hope that the original, positive goals of perestroUa will

be achieved, an all-round reform and modernization of Soviet society along

paths that strengthen its socialist and democratic essence and lead to

accelerated Improyement In the living and working conditions of the Soviet

people; that the ideology of Karxlsic-Leninlsni will be restored to dotninance

and the nedessary ideological struggle against capitalism and imperialist

aggression and war will be resimed; that the principles of proletarian

Internationalism, ¥*1eti have governed the doinestlc and international policies

of the USSJt throughout Us hlitory, will be reconflrned and strengthened.

Soc1«lU» has de*;! root* tn the USSa. Hambers of the panel have

confidence Jn the tiQrklng class and the Conmunlst Party of the Soviet Itiion,

;1n their triumph over existing cr1se$.l
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-. Inability to compete in providing variety and quality consumers goods

due partly to weaknesses in economic/scientific-technical policy and partly

to the effectlvenes's of capitalist economic varfar* that prevented access to

many technical advances. ; '

^, 111 us Ions among the masses about advantages of capitalism and about

the ruKllness of the West to 'aid* In raising living standards If the capitalist

systew Wis adopted. The Influence of emigres from socialist countries who ^
'falsely portrayed capitallsB and who financed counterrevolutionaries.

i' v*'.» F|RrW*ch1'»9 P9H|5V^i *^ econoalc retr«4t$, including concesslws to

domestic and world capiUllst forces, which c«us«d,Jthe accaBulatl^m. of huge
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-?• SiDCt tht panel niet, there hite bit* oddlTwoaT tl«*iilop«««t

- Th« intt-Cci8B»ifl'l5ts la power in Prague admt.t that they Imvc net yet

succeeded \n changing Buch: "The past y«i; h4» been preparing the patient far '

the operating table," The governmei^t Msnts, In 195(1. to app^J the shock

therapy th*t *tra*atT!rc<J Poland, helping cause « plunge In industrial output

of more than 20 percent." They hope it won't be as bad. But the Finance

Minister admits tt^jt "The program will have negative consequences for indus-

trial output and employment.... There' Hill be dlisatisfactlon. TTiere nay be ;

social unrest." {NlTr, 1/1/91) . ,,

Quoting the Economics Minister: "Nobody will tell what the tolerance

limit of the population will be.... People voted for a Government that promised

hardships, lower living standards and some u.Temployment. It's one thing to

be for a tMrket economy, and another thing to experience the not-so-nice side

of the narket econoniy.'' (Ibid.)

The plan is to raise prices 601 while holding wage increases to 20t.

. And the Hloister lied: the government didn't promise hardships. It promised

•freedo*,* and the "benefits' of Western capitalisti. The anticipated hardships

are to provide the rource-^f the profits for Czech capitalists and for the

ij c*pital1st foreign Investors. • '
>^f.- ,

, , ,

MstfH tlwt Have to be Tijrtfaer Thrashed Out. ' ;
~ .-a

.r,^._^ I.' Tt»e argtment that soclilisB Is Eastam Europe ws not hooe-grcwn

^ut iepoied by tlw Red Any. '- / ^
' ^ ,

^Ji-ii^tscuJilon; PanellitJ brought out that there Wre^sfyonf lentinents for

i^l^liiifM t9«'tnt$Niiii^xa|IUl1st ctnses tMt hed c^\»\
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Franci), rIoTjted Intttnatfional 9^r*eaenti and itetumwi Hazf cb^^»b6nion ^
"pOM^-iB West Seimr^;;«fttf used armed fdrce to *pf8*t revolatJtijis^^' liljltur.s^

" ~ ''^'Tlse^socTafSi^^rTglffle's' in tasterr* Europe, then, were fully »i' ttgltimat* -'

1-, 'JMtJit cap lull si'r^giW'wMstcjm Eut^^ptt Iir fect^ JMrt j^mI •*! ti^-.tht:../-,,"

long TW» tti«y vitns TIs* sute^ttffct tn tortsolldatln? power. j^if-'-'- - ':,-

2. Tbe t'ryMtftt aiiJ'Eait Ewropewi countries were backward, not ripe for ~

so<;1»11sffi. _'. . -
. ;f^\- -'
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Discussion: East Germany and Czechoslovakia were well developed in

'"
contrast to tht rela'tl^' btckwardness of the rest of Eastern Europe. Thii

'""'

.
argunent needs more thorough examination. It 1i used with respect to th* '- -

,. entif* TWrd »arW, uviim reevaluating the history of the USSR.

Developing Count ries "
"

- ^..- ' "'

.;,_-

There was a rtport on the exciting eeting pf Comunlst a»>d Workers Partlt*

of Latin Afflcrica held fn Hfextfffc titjr in Movwber. They rtafflnoed their {pcBoltRent

to soclalls*, reported najor political gainj invoJ^irvg broad fronts, of antl-, . . ;..v,^;. .-,'4

1iH3er1aT?j*y©fce*, #*W tS^ •«* Comwilst l»8rt<M in lisportant rrdes. V
.
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Canc^ess

The najorlty of panelists agj^ rftti thSse who understand that JOtlall

iiH>ortanl^9C«l ,«f th*.South African Comnunlsts and the ANC. -,

'firi^wjus as in the setbacks to soc^a^hm \n Eastern Europe, the gains of
,

Comnunfst and pro-soctaHst foroK iir the developing »«or1d involve several times more

people. Thus Harxtsm Leninism and social isa remain viable and far from vanquished.

OiscMSsioB of socialism in China was left for the follow-up pantl meeting.

The United States ' " ' "
'

-

Never before has the decay and corruption of U.S. capitalism been more

apparent than at present. The majority of the panel believe that there is no

possible lasting cure for its evils; that it must be replaced by socialism.

We believe that the specific features of U.S. socialism will be in part peculiar

to the United States, because of its history, culture and socio-economic

conditions. Proo>"ess1ve and revolutionary thinkers have long suggested

blueprints for Socialism iJ.S.A. Tbe Conmunist Party is carrying forward that

tradition. The Party believes that only the working class can and must achieve

socialism to liberate Itself from capitalist oppression; that socialism Is the

fulfillment of freedom and democracy in modern life; that the struggle against

racism in the Uhlted States is Integral to both the victory of the working

clasf in the struggle for social Isoi and democracy and the struggle against

imperial 1fllv.;-";tii*"?- 1'
.;;5:^v^^

,

'"^- ' »/ ". "

It was the consensdt"that tl* Party h»9^to greatly 1ncre»s«_^

^v; It* praMlU>dk,fa>r Social Isa Vrl^A. Because the United States is pr

oceans^'J^,l»s'
• '»i^g.«amWi'.' th«- are better chftrces fftr-'

'^''^'^

.^5j^^;^.^«:f«tfJffrev*lutton' democritiatly^thotft, out*l4t Jnt«rventkj||flr^««^^-.

i

i^ltrfs <* ncft cprUH^ More Important; because of thes* facttrs

.

^jjjcUJlMi cfii confer gfeat beftefl^ iw the people lBiw««ttTy. Thi.MlJf of

latloft
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fftiT reforms

,

but the capitalist system as such c«iwot be reformed.

- <k>e comrade set forth an ll-po1nt proposal for a propaganda approach to

win people for socialism; another stressed better use of the mti^ media and more

ifie of legislative bodies. One itnpssed the wide-open opportunities for

ftllst propaganda and renewed organltatlonal efforts among farmers; and

ther mentioned the potential support for fundamental change among middle

ta of the population. The comrade representing the youth said:

"How exciting the idea of socialism, putting the Idea of socialism out

there. One of the things that convinced me about socialism is that capitalism
can't do it; It doesn't work. Young people face a futureless future, and you
don't have to go too far to convince young people that capitalism doesn't work.

Socialism USA is the most popular piece when we table and we always run out of

it first. Snother pamphlet is a reprint of Einstein's essay on Why Socialism .

We have to think more about saving the environment under socialism in the U.S.A."

The panel discussion ended in an upbeat tone of optimism and unity.

There was spontaneous applause.

^ I
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Communist Party— Naturt and Rola

DRAFT
The Communist Party— Nature and Role

Regional Panel, Dec. 15-16, 1990

On certain fundamental concepts, the panel was In unanimous agreement: that

the Communist Party — which has made vital contributions in the fight for peace, for

an all-people's anti-Reagan front, in the new militancy of the labor movement and in

the growing coalition of the trade union and African-American equality movements —
is a necessary part of the political scene; that its prime responsibility is to build class

and socialist consciousness; that the working class is the Party's anchor and that the

class stnjggle is the motive force of history; that Marxism-Leninism is our guiding sci-

ence; and that socialism is our goal. Some panel members felt that unanimity on the

panel doesnt necessarily reflect the situation in our Party and that we must find the

ways to argue for the Communist Party and for these basic ideas in the new period.

The discussion in the panel demonstrated a common approach on a wide vari-

ety of issues as well as continuing differences on others. Differences were discussed

in the context of ensuring the survival and organization unity of our Party. The panel

recognized that differences are an inevitable and natural part of the process. What is

important is to encourage discussion of differences with an eye to building Party unity.

Political differences exist for a number of reasons. Often, comrades who share

the same experience differ in their interpretation. A number of comrades stated that the

role of the Party is to look for what is new and developing; the Party should, therefore,

emphasize the positive. Other comrades stated that too often we overemphasize the

positive and don't give adequate attention to analyzing the negative.

In addition, differing experiences lead to differing estimates. A comrade from

one district spoke of the district leadership's lack of consultation with the membership

on policy questions, while a comrade from another district said her experience was
just the opposite.

It was agreed that a sharing of experiences and estimates is necessary to de-

velop a balanced assessment; it may not be correct to draw general conclusions

based on a particular experience, but general conclusions not based on the particu-

lar, experiences of the Party organization are also not accurate. More extensive col-

lective discussion and communication will help the Party draw the proper conclusions

from both kinds of experiences. -

The panel divided the discussion into three parts: the impact of objective condi-

tions on the work of the Party; the Party and mass movements; the Party Itself. High-

ights of the discussion follow.

Objective conditions

The panel agreed that we are working in a period that Is both difficult and full of

new possibilities. It is a period of transition. The setbacks and defeats in the socialist

world, the economic crisis with its sharp racist and sexist features, the new forms of

racism, the growing poverty and exploitation and the threat of war in the Middle East
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are among the factors making our work more difficult. In particular, recent events in a
number of socialist countries have had a demoralizing and disorienting effect on our

Party and on the broader left.

On the other hand, the possibility of ending the cold war and applying a peace

i dividend to the nation's domestic problems, the grassroots upsurge across a spectmm
' of social issues, the elevation of the stmggle for democracy to the top of the agenda

\ and a growing acceptance of Communists in coalitions— these are among the factors

opening up new possibilities for the wort< of our Party,

r The panel also agreed that the Party, although active on a number of fronts, is

not measuring up to what is necessary or possible in this period. Opinions differed as

to why that is so. Some on the panel believe that objective factors are the prime limita-

tion on the slow growth of the Party. While the cold war may be ending internationally,

it is as strong as ever at home. The ruling class has not given up its effort to destroy

our Party. The FBI and CIA are still hard at wori<, and the intensity of ruling-class pro-

paganda has reached a new high. New forms of anti-communism, which have been
developed to take the place of older, less useful forms, are major ideological factors to

take into account. These comrades also believe that the general level of conscious-

ness among working people is a factor that must be taken into account in assessing

the possibilities for growth of Party membership and influence.

Other comrades believe that, while there are objective factors that hold back
Party growth, there are subjective reasons why the Party is not growing faster. They
believe that our Party has lost touch with important mass movements and that it is not

structured to encourage the widest participation of the membership in setting policy

(see below).

The Party and the mass movement
Building our Party, building the mass movements and building left forms are as-

pects of the same process. But opinions differ as to the relationship between these as-

pects. Some on the panel feel that the question has been placed incorrectly in the

Party, that the general guideline has been that we must build the Party first and then

build mass movements. They believe that such an approach would guarantee that

neither is built. Others don't agree that the question has been placed in that manner. •

Experience has shown that where Party organizations have addressed the^^

day-to-day issues in communities and shops, where Communists are seen as bold,

active and committed. Party membership has increased. The panel agreed that build-

ing a mass Party is most effective at the grassroots level when there is a focus on
working in and with mass organizations in the club's concentration area. More atten-

tion must be given to helping the clubs become collectives in which mass work is dis-

cussed.
The panel also agreed that mass movements benefit politically. Ideologically

and practically from the participation of Communists and therefore of a larger Party.

The panel reaffirmed the Party's responsibility to build left forms, but opinions

differ on what our experience has been and on the source of the difficulties we have
encountered. A left form can be one of our most Important and effective avenues for

participation in a mass movement, but only if our Party has a proper approach to wori(

In that mass movement.
One of the problems in our mass woric is that while individual Communists are
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active in movement5!o|gaD>2atio and coalitions, the Party organization often is not.

For ftyample/man]^(J!ommunlstyare active members of Women for Racial and Econo-

mic Equality, Kfflhe Party as a collective lacks a strategy for this work. Such a weak-

ness undermines the ability of Communists to make their spedal contribution in WREE.
Some comrades feel that this lack of collective attention to specific areas of mass work

Indicates an incorrect understanding of the relationship between the Party and mass

movements and of the concept of a mass Party.

State and district committees on specific areas of mass work are Invaluable

forms for assisting the clubs in their grassroots work.

A reexamination of our Party's relationships with mass organizations and move-

ments — including CBTU, NAARPR^^JnIQW, CLUW and the anti-apartheid, electoral

and trade union movements— is needed.

The Party is most helpful In mass movements when it has a plan arrived at col-

lectively and when it allocates resources to implement the plan. Our work in the anti-

Bork movement and support for the Pittston miners are examples of what we can ac-

complish with a national perspective and collective action.

Sometimes we don't follow through on our plans. Objective conditions change

and we don't reassess our tactics. This lack of consistency hurts both the particular

mass movement and the Party. For instance, following the Milwaukee conference, the

Party launched a national campaign to build unemployed councils. Communists were

assigned to this movement. But when the recession abated, we dropped attention to

that movement, which foundered. Our excellent work in helping to build an all-peo-

ple's anti-Reagan front stopped when Reagan left office, even though Reaganism
continued under Bush. In New York City, the Party's concentration on transit did not

survive in practice much beyond the last strike.

The panel agreed that our mass work has two contradictory aspects, both of

which are necessary: a mass character, reflected in our work at the grassroots; and a
cadre character, reflected in our participation in leadership of movements. Finding the

proper balance between these aspects is especially difficult for a small Party like

ours.

The Party
There is a difference of opinion on whether the Party is growing: some on the

panel believe that it is, others believe it is not.

The relationship between Party work and mass work was an issue of much de-

bate. Some on the panel believe that the separation of the two is artificial, that there is

no wori< that is not Party work. They state that Party leadership derives its experience

and authority from participation in mass movements and that when Party work and
mass work are seen as separate or different, the tendency Is for Party leaders' to be
drawn out of mass work.

Others on the panel believe that there is and must be a difference between Par-

ty wort< and mass work. The say that the Party needs people whose responsibility it is

to give full attention to problems of organization, education, etc. Party leaders should

be encouraged to be active in mass movements, they believe, but some full-time

cadre must give full-time attention to ensuring the functioning of the organization itself.

Party leadership as a collective should reflect both those who have major responsibil-

ity in the Party organization and those whose main v/otk is in mass movements.
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Is our Parly democratic? The panel agrees that recent steps— Including publi-

cation of Dialog, the 10 regional panels and publication of more material from National

Committee meetings— are positive and that more must be done. But estimates differ

on the level of democracy in our Party. One opinion holds that the membership is not

Involved in setting policy. Information is not given to the Party organization about dis-

cussions in leading bodies, including about differences in leadership on Issues under

discussion.
Another opinion holds that the Party is democratic but that serious weaknesses

must be corrected. Not only must new forms and structures be developed to expand

Parly democracy, they maintain, but better use should be made of existing forms, not

only at the national level, but also at the club and district levels.

The panel agrees that full-time Party workers should take a critical look at how
they work. While the Party membership appreciates the commitment of full-time cadre,

some on the panel felt that certain styles of work need improvement, including a will-

ingness to listen and to accept criticism. The new period in which we live requires a

reevaluation of existing styles of work. A working-class style of leadership should be

the constant goal.

An essential aspect of the proper functioning of a Communist Parly is the pro-

cess of criticism and self-criticism, a process that has been distorted in the recent pe-

riod. Slander and personal attacks have no place in our Party. Expression of differ-

ence must be directed at issues and ideas, not at people. The differences themselves,

not the comrades who raise them, should be seen as the problems to resolve. Varying

views were expressed: that the answer to differences lies not in extremes but in a bal-

anced approach; that there is no room for vilification, which demoralizes the

Communist forces and strengthens the hand of the class enemy; and that what is

needed is a principled, honest discussion about differences.

Because we are not a debating society, a thorough, democratic discussion

must lead to a resolution of action. The principle of majority rule must be upheld; once

a decision is made, it is the responsibility of everyone to Implement it. The Party mem-
bership is looking not for agitation but for answers on how to move In this new period.

Collectively developed plans at all levels of Party organization can help make
criticism and self-criticism and check-up and review more constructive and concrete.

The panel agrees that Party education should Include our methodology. Com-
munists need to know how to analyze problems as well as to understand issues and
events.

We need to reaffirm in practice the concept of the main link, which is Inter-

twined with the concept of concentration. In a number of areas the Party has lost its

grip on these concepts, with the result that the Party organization is pulled in too many
directions, running from one fire to the next. Identifying the main link and selecting a
concentration is difficult in practice because the pressures of the moment force the

Party to respond to the immediate issues and struggles.
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^. %^;.^Mpraiatlca\ tamis this means: Th« rfght of sR mSfntrnvwura
di^eussion arxf formulation of poBcy and the duty of alt memt>er8 to work for that poll

when It is dedded. Everyone must agree to place the fight for Party decisions £U)ove

all else.

Strengthening democratic centralism
Democratic centralism changes to fit the new demands of the Party in the class

stmggle. The panel agreed there is a need to constantly strengthen both democracy

and centralism.

Our Party has taken some important steps over the years to deepen the

involvement of the membership and develop, strengthen and broaden the leadership.

These steps include the creation of the National Council and a vastly expanded
National Committee, which brought many new younger comrades into national

leadership; the holding of various conferences, like the 1986 elections conference,

the trade union, Ideological, African American Equality conferences; the regular

functioning of commissions, both national and state.

The panel agreed the establishment of Dialogue and the panels were positive

developments, as were the establishment of the new regional structures and the

holding of open mike sessions on a district and club level. There were differences in

the panel over the nature of these innovations. Nevertheless they are seen as

important forms to discuss out and resolve issues of disagreement.

While these are important developments, it was agreed that we could go even

further. On the leadership level, many on the Panel were in favor of reducing the size

of the National Committee as much as possible while preserving its representative

character in order to enhance its ability to elaborate policy. The reasons are the

expense involved in assembling the NC and the need to improve the collective

discussion at NC meetings by allowing more time for speakers. It was felt NC meetings

should take place more frequently. Some said every three or four months, while others

felt every other month. But it was also felt now was not the appropriate time to reduce

its size since it might further aggravate disunity.

In the mean time it was also felt that there are other things which can be done to

strengthen the participation of the membership in the decision making process. These
include strengthening the role of regional bodies, more regional meetings of the

National Committee members, state and district leaders, meetings of district and club

leaders with the national leadership, citywide meetings of club chairs and
membership meetings and other forms. In looking at the functioning of the National

Committee, the panel felt we shouW also take another look at the role and functioning

of the National Council.

The panel agreed the Party should institute a system for membership
referendums on major questions. The method for implementation was not discussed.

Another aspect of strengthening democracy is through significantly upgracfing

Party education and ideological work. Part of strengthening unity, is strengthening the

fight for Party decisions by the membership. Party decisions can't be imposed on the

membership. Members become convinced of a particular coursa of action or poaWon
through their participation in the decision making process and through wide
ranging discussion of all decisions. An effective education program is

essential that helps the membership understand the Party's policy and deepens their

understanding of its theoretical underpinnings.
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An important feature of Party democracy is the election of leadership. Every

memt>er hwthe right to run for and be elected to any leadership position. Most felt that

democratic oentraiism can not be reduced to the method for electing a leadership, but

that our method also shows the advanced democratic character of the Party.

The panel agreed the Convention is the highest decision malting body In the

Party and should elect the national committee. It also agreed that affirmative action

guidelines should be employed to guarantee working class, national and racial, male
and female composition.

The panel agreed there was a need to strengthen accountability of those

elected. It was felt that the constitution should provide for the right of lower bodies,

particularly clubs to initiate recall of members of higher bodies.

Process to elect the National Committee
While there was not agreement on how the process for electing the national

leadership could be improved, the panel agreed the Party as a whole needed to

better understand the current process.

We understand the process as the following. The Party constitution states the

National Convention is the highest authority in the organization. Its purpose is to bring

together representatives from alt levels of the organization and from all areas of woric

The convention represents the general interests of the Party and supersedes all local

interests. One of its responsibilities is to elect a national leadership collective that

serves the interests of the entire Party and leads the Party in implementing the policy

decisions made by the convention.

The process for electing the new national committee is an exhaustive one and
actually begins well before the convention. The aim is to elect the very best, the most
representative leadership collective possible. The method to accomplish this is by
way of thorough discussion and consultation with the district and state leadership and
among the delegates at the convention itself.

An essential responsibility of the outgoing leadership is to organize the

transition process for the new leadership. While a new collective will be elected,

continuity in leadership Is also important.

. A list Is assembled by the outgoing national board, often larger than the

projected size of the new national committee. This list is turned over to the Presiding

Committee which is elected by the convention. The presiding committee Is itself

representative of the convention and has representatives of all of the major districts,

commissions, etc. Discussions take place in the presiding committee, who also

conduct consultations with the state delegations. On various occasions state caucus
have met to discuss the nominations.

Once the slate Is proposed to the convention by the presiding committee, there

is still a possibility for further nominations from the fk)or. Nominations are ctosed by a
vote.

The convention is asked to vote for a maximum and a minimum number of

candidates. The size of the maximum and minimum are voted on by the convention.

This prevents bullet voting for certain candidates and not others and ensures the

carefully crafted balance in the collective is not destroyed.

Democracy is ensured by electing the most representative and balanced
collective to lead the whole Party. Electing the best collective leadersMp possible Is

not easy^ Many factors have to t)e taken into consMeration. Rrst the political

T^r,. ,.,% .
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composition of the new body - the new leadership should be composed of the best

and most effective and respected fighters and builders of the Party. The new
collective must also reflect the various political struggles the Party is engaged in:

trade union. African American community, anti-racist struggles, for women's equality.

peace and solidarity, environmental, youth, etc.

In electing leadership, the process can leave nothing to chance. Therefore

affirmative action Is needed to guarantee composition. The new collective must reflect

the working class, national and racial, male-female, older and younger and regional

character of the Party.

The panel was interested in the proposal from Eastern Pennsylvania which

proposed that district and state conventions make non-binding nominations of national

committee candidates from their districts and states.

Other Issues
The panel took up a number of other questions but was unable to completely

identify and resolve areas of difference. For example, the panel discussed

factionalism. We agreed factionalism was bad for the Party. We agreed to define it as

the organized activity outside of party bodies, whereby a group functions with its own
internal discipline. Factional activity can come from groups or individuals in

leadership of the Party or groups or individuals not in leadership; the prime measuring

stick is that the integrity of existing party bodies is not respected.

However the panel differed in what constituted factionalism, what Its source
was and how it could be overcome. This discussion will resume at our next meeting.

The panel also touched on questions of cadre development, full time Party

workers, the circulation of documents, improving the coordination between Party

bodies and between the center and the districts and clubs. Further discussion is

needed in future panel meetings.



Draft Report on Trade Union Panel

The day and a half meeting of the panel on the trade union movement was attended

by 16 people from Illinois. Ohio. Western Pa. Michigan and New York. Every person

spoke at least once on every topic discussed.

The one constant theme that ran throughout the meeting was the recognition that the

report from the panel should not only help give focus to our pre-convention

discussion but should also serve to improve the Party's trade union work even as the

discussion continues.

Several comrades who had previously expressed differences with our trade union

policies were not able to attend. Obviously their participation would have been

helpful in probing questions where differences exist.

Key elements that are the basis of our current tactical approaches to trade union work;

1) that there is a sharpening class stnjggle in the face of a continuing anti-labor

onslaught by Corporate America and 2) that what we called "fresh winds" In labor

several years ago has brought about the growth of a broad left current in the labor

movement, were both validated by the experiences of every speaker.

After a half day of general discussion, much of which dealt with the left in labor, the

panel attempted to tackle specific topics in the discussion. The first topic explored

was building and consolidating the left in labor.

As stated above, there was unanimous recognition of the existence of a "broad,

general trade union left" that has developed over the last several years. Several

speakers suggested, and I think there was unanimous agreement, that this broad left

now participates in the leadership of key local unions, central labor councils and



oSxireaches into and and includes members of the AFL-CIO executive council. This

broad left is reflected in a wide variety of activity from strike support to political action

and more and more has the ability to influence the entire labor movement. There were

differing estimates of the Party's resonse to these developments.

There was general agreement that CLUW. CBTU and, in a different way. Jobs with

Justice, were important organized expressions of the broad left and that we should

wortt with them and help build and strengthen them.

At the same time there was a unanimous feeling that more was needed and that the

Party must continue to probe and test in action, ways to help crystallize centers of left

initiatives. Emphasis was placed on flexibility and on the importance of rank and file

based forms that can move leadership. It was felt that vehicles for left initiatives were

especially needed to project broad and coordinated efforts to organize the

unorganized and to stimulate stmggles for affirmative action.

At the same time there was recognition of the fact that a pro-capitalist and anti-

socialist ideology is dominant among some in the top leadership of the AFL-CIO and

that while it has diminished, red-baiting remains a problem. The point was also made

that these forces in leadership wage a constant attack on those in labor who speak

out on broad issues and try to connect with the rest of the broad peoples movements.

One comrade described it as a direct attack on the concept of and progress towards

an anti-monopoly coalition.

it was also felt that organizations like Labor Notes, with their combination of anti-

communism and anti-leadership rhetoric, remain a divisive element in labors ranks.

Several speakers addressed the need for some kind of national coordinating center -

others spoke of the need for a "national left form", and still others stressed the need for

a national publication that would give voice to and help organize around the issues

of greatest concern to the broad left currents in the trade union movement.

.

Another key area of concern was the condition of the nation's cities and the need to

stimulate Joint action by labor and cities leaders. Several speakers stressed the

v.^mBmmf.'^'<m^ "HUpWllp^gWP' >^f*J» ".'i"^-ru«<if' .»
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jmportanco of initiatives for mass action in this regard.

Our discussion on this topic left several unanswered questions. Some felt a clearer

definition of the left was needed. Probed, tnit unanswered was the "how to do if

element in building left forms. The panel agreed that further discussion on this was

needed during the pre-convention period.

The second specific topic taken up by the panel was the fight for affirmative action.

Several people spoke about the crisis facing the struggle for affirmative action in the

conditions of a shrinking and restructured economy. Some felt that the "traditional

demands and approaches' were not enough to assure equality in the worit place and

in the ranks of the labor movement.

The panel agreed that there needed to be a stepped up fight for passage of the Civil

Rights Act of 1991 and that affirmative action clauses needed to be won in every

union contract. The panel saw affirmative action as including re-establishment of

apprenticeship programs, an end to "off the street" hiring of skilled and maintenance

wortcers and establishment of up-grading programs meant to prepare production

workers for entry into apprenticeship programs or other roads to skilled and higher

paying jobs.

It was also felt by the panel that, given the fact that restructuring of basic industry

had resulted in disproportionate layoffs of minority ad women workers, that the fight for

affirmative action had to be broadened and tied to a fight to end over time, for a shorter

wori( week, to stop plant closings and the lay off of public wori<ers. Panelists felt that

constantly linking the fight for affirmative action to the broader struggles that can

improve opportunities for all wori^ers was key. It was felt that the demands and the

fight has to be both unifying and offensive in nature - not defensive.

The need for shop floor level civil rights committees was expressed and with these

committees fight for ways to "help compensate for the fact that workers have lost the

social safety nets."



n^dIt was also felt by panelists that a continuing struggle was nWded to make trade

union leadership and policy making bodies better reflect the changes in the

workforce, particularly to reflect the growth of women, African Americans and Latinos

In the labor movement.

There were briefer discussions on the questions of organizing the unorganized, on

international solidarity and on Party wori( in the trade union movement.

In each of these area comrades felt more discussion was needed.

On organizing the unorganized, panelist stressed the importance of organizing in the

South and the alliance of labor with the African American community in that effort.

Repeatedly emphasized was the need for broad coordinated organizing campaigns

that involve African American community organizations as well as Latino and

women's groups.

Also stressed was the fact that shop by shop organizing was not sufficient and that,

again coalition and coordinated approaches are key. The panel also agreed that

moving the trade unions to develop approaches to organizing the homeless and the

unemployed was important.

In the discussion on international solidarity, the point was repeatedly made that the

transnational corporations are creating a climate of international competition between

wori<ers for jobs and that initiatives were needed to counter this development with

greater forms and initiatives around international solidarity. Mention was made of the

wori( of the Industrial Union Department of the AFL-CIO in campaigns like the 5 year

battle at BASF, and the activity of the International Miners Organization around the

Pittston strike, as offering examples of how US woriters have benefited from such

solidarity. This worit needs to be supported, strengthened and brought to the local

union level.

Stress was placed on our internationalist responsibility to aid unions, espedaliy in



places like South Africa and Central America and on the need to challenge the pro-

imperialist policies of the AFL-CIO international department. The fight to end

discrimination against Communist and left led unions around the worid was also

stressed.

Given the changes that have taken place in the USSR, it was felt that there should be

a fight for more wntact and more ongoing relations between with US and USSR

unions.

Finally, the panel felt that the cmcial issues facing the upcoming session of the 102nd

Congress needed special attention. The Civil Rights Bill of 1991, the Clay

Metzenbaum bill outlawing permanent replacements for strikers, and the fight for

National health care were stressed. The discussion focused on ways to bring the

campaign for all three pieces of legislation down to the local union/community level.

The staging of a nationwide day of action on health care by the Jobs With Justice

movement was an example of the kind of activity needed in support of all three issues.

Time did not permit further discussion on a number of other topics and it was agreed

that a further meeting or meeting were necessary.
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National Committee Panel on Class Struggle

Meeting. Dec. B.1990. Chicago, IL

THE MINUTES OF THE CLASS STRUGGLE PANEL

Attencfing were 13 comrades from 5 districts.

paraticipated.

There was a wide range of concerns and issues brought up in the morning and
afternoon session. It was expressed at the conclusion that this session was a
beginning and that a further meeting and exchange of ideas should be planned. It

was decided that this summary would be sent to all who attended and to those who
could not make it, and that more thoughts would be accepted by mail to be included in

the preparation of the final report.

The main thread that ran through the discussion was the party's concepts on
class staiggle.

The key discussion points were raised in the following areas.

Global issues

- the impact on free trade on workers; example between US and Canada and
Mexico.

- re-examine the role of multinationals, and the three major trading blocks:

Europe, Asia and American Continent.

- need for intemational unions to fight International corporations. ( ©g. WFTU
meeting in Mexico, late '91).

- recent events in Eastern Europe and the question it raises on ttie utility of

Marxism.

Party Issues:

.A^- improve how we work with trade unions on an every day basis. : \ .

l^lPP^ldo nfK>re to develop class consdoutness and pronnote trade unionism among
iMDrtcers, including a paiiy trade union school.

-':. • do more to get trade unions to play bigger role in the oommur
aoainst enviromental hazards, etc. with the view to build new alliar

. deepen the under8tandir\g of the struggle fpr equality and the \

racism and sexism. .... .v.,^ ._, _,:;^;:>^^str,-/.3^^^

• new components of the working class rieed to be leached.

..3,,
-.
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Political
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Hie NewDemocraqy pait^ in Canadattn lie H
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leal tasks
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^ i*K)w that expoBtation Hnks workers, txlnps them together In ttw «truogte.
^ pdnt out the new weaknesses in the capitalist system, eg. the S&L scandal.

> expose ciass collaboration i.e. that the interests ol ¥«)fkers are Snked to the

Interests of tt>e ruling class, that the two main class share a common destiny.

- expose the divisive role of the ruling class and argue for the importance of unity

of the mutti-radal, mutti-national, male-female working class against the ruling class.

b6
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Differences were expressed or questions were raised with regard to the following

questions:

- concept Of industrial concentration. -
_^ , .,

- concept of working class as a result of the scientific and technological

revolution.
- African American equality as it relates to the class staiggle.

- the party's estimate of the left within the trade union movement and the degree of

development of class consciousness.
- whether there are basic challenges to the concept of the leading role of the

working class and the dass stnjggle as the framework for other stnjggles and
movements.

- economic projections in the past, eg. were they dialectical, and how we see
caprtialism developing in the future and its significanse for the class struggle.

Recording Secretary:

END== %iS'--
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Wednesday Jan. 2, 1991

Dear

Nov tbat the holidays are behind us, and I an over the cold that

bequeathed to ne, we can get back in touch on new deyelopments.

1. The Teamsters Union situation is getting real interating:

a friend in a large local who is a strong supporter of the

for top offices in the Union.

at aet with

,
I slate

l
of local 7»»3 which has

22 fOOP Members in the Cbtcago area and is an African-American, la running on

the elate o^ ]for the post of Trustee. f I along with 300 others,

attended the October meeting in Mew Orleans of the Teamsters Black Caucus (see

enclosed article). The meeting was addressed by| 1 and a special dinner

honored IBT Vice President Mitchel Ledet who is African-American.

Mp friend told me that! ~l has pledged that if he is elected, he will
'

I to head the Southern Conference of Teams tfliSj.^

^1
who is running for Secy-Treas. with I I for Praaidant. has

no Black's on his staff at Joint Cobncil 25, and refused to name|
|

to the Executive Board of his Joint Council.

name

My friend ^ImlBgepl
Union, and that JV.P.

]i8 not supportive of Black conoems in the
candidate was indicted for mob ties.

I think if would be good ifL ]would do a piece for the PVU, focusing

on thme Blac Caucus meeting in New Orleans and the issue of Black representat-

ion in the IBT. Such an article could help our friends in rarious parts of

the country to note the distinctions between the Tarious candidates for

top office in the union. The delegates to the ooming June Convention of the

Onion will be elected sometime this month (Jan.), and such an article can

also be helpful in that regard.

2. Local 7k3 IBT adopted a resolution calling for a peaceful solution

to the crisis in the Persian Gulf. The resolution was sent to the Chicago

City Council which adopted it unanimously at it's last meeting of 1990.

I don't yet have a copy of the resolution but as soon as I do, I will

send it on to you.

3. Etpect to step up efforts to get a Labor Committee for
|

Mayor . Some steps have been taken but encountering resistance. Several

trade unionists are also running for aldermanic positions.

k. Intend to focus more on USX negotiations which have been resumed.

Looks like the company intends to close out Aouth Works and Palrleaa Hills,Pa.

Will do a story on this this week for PWW.

I read the New Yorker article on Dennia Rivera and found It good

reading, and have made some copiea here. Keep in touch.

7^



Teamsters Nafronal Black Caucus

Stresses Unity, Seeks New Members

The 15th annual Teamsters Black Caucus saw a gathering ofmore than 200 delegates.

Addressing the aowd u>as IBT Vice President Mitch Ledet.

The Teamsters National Black

Caucus is sitting on a gold

mine of strength—a potential

membership of over 300,000 Afri-

can-American Teamsters, accord-

ing to estimates by Caucus leaders.

Signing up those Teamsters as

members of the Black Caucus and

fulfilling the organization's awe-

some potential became the pri-

mary' goals that more than 200
delegates set for the Caucus at its

15th annual conference, held re-

cently in New Orleans, Louisiana.

On the Move

"The Teamsters Black Caucus is

Edward "Doc" James, chairman </ the

Teamsters Black Caucus, addresses dele-

gates and guests at the annual meeting.

on the move," Caucus Chairman
Edward "Doc" James told the del-

egates. "We are enrolling new
members and developing pro-

grams that will make the Black

Caucus an even more vita! force

in the International Brotherhood

of Teamsters."

Stressing that the "main goal"

of the Black Caucus is "to improve

on the Teamsters' tradition as the

greatest union in the world," the

Chairman encouraged !the dele-

gates that "togetherwe are making
a difference."

"Through our participation in

all the activities of the Union, we
have been able to focus attention

on the needs and desires of Black

Teamsters everywhere," he said.

International Vice President

Mitchel Ledet, who was honored

at a gala dinner concluding the

Caucus gathering (see boxl. wel-

comed delegates from across the

United States and Canada to his

hometown of New Orleans. Ledet

pointed out the irony in that the

15th annual meeting of the Team-
sters Black Caucus was held in the

very same room as the group's

founding meeting. "There were 25

to 30 people here then, " he re-

called, surveying the crowd of more

than 200 delegates. "Today, we
have arrived."

Support for South Africa

Vice President Ledet recently

joined with his colleagues on the

IBTrs General Executive Board in

adopting a resolution that supports

the development of political plu-

ralism and free trade unionism in

Spbth Africa. The resolution pledges

that the Teamsters Union will:

• Continue support of political and

economic pressure until apart-

heid is ended and a free, dem-
ocratic, and just society is es-

tablished;

• Support the strengthening of

sanctions until apartheid joins

segregation in the dust bin of

history;

• Develop bilateral relationships

with our sister unions in South

Africa.

"Recognizing] the difficult road

ahead," in achieving these goals,

the General Executive Board mem-
bers resolved that "we are unwav-

ering in our willingness to travel

that road along with the social and

political movements in South Af-

rica that are engaged in the strug-

gle for a multiracial, democratic

society with vibrant, independent

trade unions."

4

General Secretary-Treasurer Weldon L
Mathis updates aelegtes about davlop-

ments at the International.

TEAMSTER
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Robert Simpson, president. Local 743.

Chicago, IL

Speakers Encourage Unity

Several members of the IBT's

Genera] Executive Board attended

the Black Caucus meetings, in-

cluding Vice Presidents R.V. Dur-

ham. Edward Lawson, Frank Hack-

ett and George Vitale. Introduced

by Doc James as "a very close friend

of the Teamsters Black Caucus,"

General Secretary-Treasurer Wel-

don L. Math is reviewed the finan-

cial status of the IBT. and reiter-

ated his commitment to Teamster

members.

Organizing, Drive

Lou Richard, an international

organizer, updated the Black Cau-

cus delegates on the status of the

organizing campaign involving the

12,000 employees at Overnite

Transportation Company. Richard

encouraged the delegates to get

involved in this important cam-
paign, particularly in making per-

sonal contact with Overnite work-

ers.

Claude Brown, a representative

of the IBTs DRIVE Department,

addressed the delates on the need

to stay active in the Teamsters'

political action program beyond
the November elections. He also

discussed several important pieces

of legislation at both the federal

Blade Caucus Honors Ledel

International Vice President Mitch Ledet (at microphone) was honored by
the Teamsters Black Caucus at a special dinner. Shown seated me (from

kftU Mrs. Janet ledet and Sidney Chism, SCT organizer.

The Teamsters Black Caucus honored International Vice

President Mitchel Ledet at a dinner held in conjunction

with the Caucus's 15th annual meeting in New Orleans,

Louisiana.

At the dinner, Edward "Doc" James paid tribute to Vice

President Ledet as "a close friend, and one of those rare

individuals who combines his passion for living with his

conviction for caring."

Teamsters and members of the New Orieans community have

Come to know the Vice President as an activist, serving his

fellow citizens in a variety of roles. Highly invohred in local

civic and economic programs, he has served as a member of

the Economic Development Council, the Governor's Study

Commission on Ports, the Advisory Board of National American

Bank, the Sewerage and Water Board, the Urban League of New
Orleans, the Planning Commission of the Cit>' of Nexi- Orieans,

the Board of Directors of the American Red Cross, and as a

commissioner of the Regional Transit Authority.

Mitch Ledet became a member of Teamsters Local 270 in

New Orieans as a truck driver in 1954. First becoming a business

agent for the Local in 1965, he has served as its president since

1981. He has also served on the IBT's General Executive Board

since 1984. A strong family man. with three daughters and two
sons, he currently lives with his lovely wife Janet in New
Orieans.

Proceeds from the dinner were donated to an educational

foundation developed b>' Patrick F. Taylor, a Louisiana oilman,

who is promoting a state program that guarantees the oppor-

tunity for disadvantaged children to attend college. The Team-

sters Black Caucus sent a check for $65,000 to the program.

DECEMBER 1990
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^and local levels, which affect the •

Teamsters Union and Teamster

members.

An address by Robert Simpson,

encouraging Teamsters every-

where to stay unified through the

upcoming challenges facing the

Union, was well-received by the

Black Caucus delegates. President

of Local 743 in Chicago, illinois,

Simpson told the delegates that,

"We are not a separate entity from

the International Brotherhood of

Teamsters; we are all working to

build a larger, stronger Interna-

tiona! Union."

Reports from
Area Conferences

The delegates also heard reports

on the activities of the Black Cau-

cus in each of the Teamster area

conferences, including remarks by

Eddie Kornegay of the Eastern

Conference, Larry Weldon of the

Western Conference, Sidney Chism

of the Southern Conference, and

Claude Brown of the Central Con-

ference.

Doc James concluded the 15th

annua! conference of the Team-

sters Black Caucus by announcing

that next year's meeting will be

held in Chicago.

Attendees at the Tiam^ers Sational Black

Caucus listened carefully to speakers at the

JSth annual conference. M<jrc than 200 del-

egates were at the Sew Orleans meeting.

OCAW delegation on tour of Soviet Union

Soviet Chemical and Oil-Chemical Industry

Workers Union hosts 15-dav trip for 6

rank-and-nie OCAW members

The abow photo show* lh« member*

of the OCAW trade union lour flfoup '"

front ot their bus it one ot the »lop«

•long the way. From lett: Osbom TJn»-

ley, president of Chicaflo Height*, W.

Local 7-765; delegation head William

Taylor, president ol Argo, W. toeal 7-

507; Virginia Robinson WhBe, financial

ecretary of Cleveland, Ohio Local 7-

622; Anthony GulHory, president of

Beaumont, Texas Local 4-2*3; Sarah

Adams, financial secreUry of Brook-

lyn, N.V. Local 8-712; and Roger Bun-

ion president ol North Kansas CHy,

Mo. Local S*17. At right: William Tay-

lor listens as guide explain* the worlt-

ings ol the control room In one ol the

Chemical processing plant* vlwted

during the trip.

In July, six OCAW members made a

15-<lay trade union lour of the Soviet

Union as guests of the Chemical and Oil-

Chemica! Industry Workers Union there.

Tour nuembers visited cities ail over the

country, visiting plants and meeting with

wortcers, union officials and other citizens.

Soviet workers and unior>i5ls were

keenly interested in the structure and

functioning of U.S. unions, said William

TaOor. president of Argo, 111. Local 7-

507 and head of the OCAW delegation.

"Most of their questions \kere about

union stTuciure. rights of local unions in

their relations with companies, and.

whether the workers, if they so choose.

can reject coniraci offers." Taylor said.

"The ircaimeni extended to us was

second to none." he said. "We were treat-

ed as union officials and as their guests.

The) made our stay a wonderful expcii-

ence Our food, lodging and travel whtVe

ue were in the U.S.S.R. were picked up

in total by the union.

•We think it wa!s the trip of a lifetime.

All of the delegates were happy they

made the trip.

"The OCAW delegation worked well

logcihcr and did an excellcni job of rep-

rcseming OCAW and their couniry I

cant sa> enough about their conduct and

the professionalism they exhibited."

OCAW Beporttr 11
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•n t>cell«nt reputation at an
aommituaior and as spokes-
man for ine union m washing-
ton. He has Deen assistant to

•very Teamster prestoem sincej

iames R. Hoffa. He current!

senes as secretary-treasurer
of the AFL.-CIO Transportation

Trades Oepanmem in Wash-
ington.

I
Shea was checked out thor-

)

I
oughiy and cleared by both the \

\ FBI and CM oefore oeing ap- }

J \ pointed commissioner of the ] same things for our union. With
I Panama Canal. ^ the Central Siatetand the East

* Liiurotis had I

DANIEL LIGUROTIS

Ugurotis had been director of
*. me Central States Conference
fi oi Teamsters until removed by
i> President William McCarthy of

the Teamsters in May
Tne Central Conference in-

cludes 13 Midwestern slates
comprising one-third of the

1
entire membership of the inter-

national Brotherhood of Team-

V siers.

>. William Joyce, secretary-trea-

t surer of Chicago Teamsters
• Local 710 with a membership
n ofl4,000,hasmeiwithLiguro-

e lis and will run for vice presi-

I- dent at-iarge of the IBT on the

e Shea-Ligurotis slate. McGinty

n said the move is seen as a sign

i that the Central Conference of

I- Teamsters, with its 500,000
t- members, is gathering behind
I- the Shea-Ligurotis slate.

t Can Do the Job

I Joyce told reponers that "Oan-
f ny and I have been together

most of our lives. We want the

(s tne Rose Garden for the original

tmis&ed as unfair by labor, Demo-
gficans.
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leading the way, and the support
we wilt draw from the West and
the South, we can do the Job for

our members all across the

United States and Canada."
When asked why he is seeking

higher office within the inter-

national union. Ligurotis Mid.
IWhat the International does
affects everyTeamstermember.
"Ifwe elect poorleaders to run

this union in Washington, peo-
ple think that's the way all

Teamsters are. But, if we elect

a slate of good people who run

the union correctly, tne public

will see the Teamsters differ-

ently. Maybe then our ntembers
iviii get a better shake in Con-
gress, at the bargaining table

and on the picket tine."-

Did Net Resign
The Shea-Ligurotis ticket will

run against a slate handpicked
by current Presioeni McCarthy,
who reponediy plans to step
down after the election in

December 1991, according to

Rory McGinty, legislative direc-

tor of Joint Council 25. Contrary

to what has been reported in

some newspapers. McCanhy
did not resign at the recent
nieeting of the union's Inter-

national Executive Board in

Florida.

The opposition is headed by
B. V. Dumam of North Carolina

and Weidon Mathis of Atlanta.

Ga. McGinty said. "Both states

have 'right-to-work' laws and
have many conv>anies operat-

ing non-union."

Ronald Carey ofNew Vork City

has also announced his candi-

dacy for president of the
Teamsters.

McGinty said, ligurotis has
earned e reputation for leader-

ship, honesty and integrity by
the way he has rui Local 705 in

Chicago. He has attracted sup-

port from both the old-line

Teamsters who built the union

i and young members who have
I grown impatientvylth the union's
[problems over the past few
[years.

j
"Undertheleadership ofUgur-

I
Otis, the Chicago area Team-
sters have cooperatad actively

and gehe'rbusly in the political,

organiiational and community
activitiN of the Chicago Feder-
ation of Ubor,"

In Service Industries
The largest numbers ofwomen
managers (2.1 million) are
employed in the service irMus-
tries such as business and
repair aarvieee, personal sen
iM»,emfntinm«ntwta/Mf»«



PANELOH RACISM '
rf )

The panel to dtecuss Racism: Naturg^pd Rote met on Saturday. December 8 In ChkaflP for one

dav.TTiT»w9felOpan<iliilin| |^lnliitnii| I
b6

I I
whowere bVC

unable to ttdendTWIeaers were read and considered Notes from ttw discussion were mailed to all

invitees, thoee who attended and those whoM not

The panel wd re-convene, at the recommendation of Lasker, the chainnan, sometime in February.

Whetttar panetsts attended the December session or not, all are Invited

An outside observer eavesdropping on the discussion of our panel would have been impressed with

the partictpants quantity and quafity of experience. acUvity, as welt as the sincere desire to become

better lighters i^ainst racism and buttress their committmem to full racial equality. Perhaps it was

that desire to beoome better fighters, that led to the atmosphere where there were no disagreements.

We felt, however, there was a lack of depth and thus the decision to meet again.

Among many new Meas we thrashed out was one dealing with the 'new racism'. Davkl Duke, the

KKK candklate in Louisiana, not only changed his sheet for a 3 piece suit and a tie, but changed his

ane. The KKK used to proclaim that whites were genetically superior. Now. as evidenced in the Duke

and l-ielms campaigns, they poison the air with the lie that African-Americans are taking jobs from

whites: an ail out attack on affirmative action. Why the change ? Quoting one comrade. The KKK
has changed its line now because people do no accept the old racism any more. We changed

society's consciousness. We have had a victory in defeating okJ racism.*

Another comrade added. "The mllng class uses racism creatively, innovatively to increase their

profits. The oiling class never underestimates the power of ideology" The ruling class has identified

affirmathre action as a key battle front. They have not only the KKK-Helms crass appeals to racism,

but they sow conhision. The panel singled out at least 3 different definitions of affirmative action: 1.

opportunity and training with quotas; 2. qualified with quotas; 3. qualified no quotas. There are

probably more Just on affirmative action and democracy - affirmative action programs with training

and quotas takes a very important weapon away from the company or, in some cases government K

takes av»ay favoritism where skilled jobs or cushy jobs are held out as rewards to workers for finking

or mouthing the company line. It attacks the patronage system of political rewards in corrupt

governments. It weakens the power of private ownership.

Racism is £dive, just as capitalism is alive. To say that there has been a victory does not end racism.

There are changes. There is an anti-radst trend. Panelists provided many, many examples from a

neighbortiood response to cross burning in Chicago to anti-Klan rallies in a mral Pennsylvania county

to white lesJers of construction unions arguing for affirmative action in city council chambers to the

stnjggle for the USWA to appoint an Afrk:an-Amencan to a district directorship.

The party's policy in the stmggle against racism and for equality has been and continues to be a

fighting position, h is a policy t>ased on buikfing class unity in the class stmggle and advancing the

class stnjggle through class unity. Unlike social democrats, communists have challenged racism

among white workers in the course of the election campaign, strike, peace action, organizing drive

whatever form the struggle, whatever issue. The lesson is if racism isnl challenged, it will come back

to haunt; that white workers can be won to see equality in their self interest. Fighting racism is a key

componant of t>uilding class consciousness.

Class is the anchor. Class over-iides national or racial klentity. Two examples support tWttdWL In

Detroit, Black owner* of a Burger King francfiise proved just as hostile to a union organizino effort as

white ovimers and in Pittsburgh where African-Amerkan twikfing contractors testified agdnst
affirmath« action arxl prevailing wage.

Con(ftions of existence, especially the hopelessness of Black youth, combined with ruling dass
promoted images, Ike Willie Horton or the 10 second sound bite, create new challenges for us. We
have to find a way to bridge the gap between Black and white workers. We have to ask what are the

simiflarities between African-Amerk»n and white workers from opposite ends of Chkago, for

example ? The empowerment of Afrk:an-Amerk»ns comes with the empowerment of the dass. How
much political power depends on Its degree of independence from the mllng dass. There are severiEri

issues we dki not discuss t>ut can be placed on our next agenda inducing ' English onl/ and other

issues impacting nationally and radally oppressed woilcers and the relatkjnship behween the

centrality of Oie struggle against radsm and dass.



COMMUNIST PARTY, U.S.A.
23S West 23nl Street

New York. New York 10011

l^'ifViiti--

•January 18. 1991

To: All niembers of the National Committee

Re: Panel draft documents; NC Agenda

Dear Comrades,

Enclosed are iht draft panel documents or progress reports which were prepared as of this date. We are

hoping to send others at the beginning of next week if they are ready. Othnwise, the remainder will be

available at the National Comminee meeting registration table on Friday. January 25.

The proposed agenda for the National Committee meeting is as follows:

Friday, January 25th:

9:30 - 12:30 - ©pening report by Gus Hall; Discussion on ni^rt

1:30-6 -Continued discussion

7 - 8:30 - Continued discussien

Saturday, January 26th:

9 - 12:30 - Program Committee status report by James Jackson

Panel reports (10 reports at It minutes each)

Discussion

1:30 - 6 - Continued discussionm Program Committee report and panels reports

7 - 8:30 -- Continued discussion

Sunday, January 27th:

9 - 12:30 - Report on Convention Preparations

Report on insensitivity in the leadership

Discussicm

1:30 - 4.'00 ~ Continued discussion

4KX) - SKX) — Summary and nooticms



Panel on the national question i^he African An^erican people |^

There were 13 comrades in attendance. They came from NY, Eastern and Westem Pennsylvania,

Connecticut, l^llaryland and Washington.

We began the meeting by Usting the kBy questions that there were possible dHferenoes:

a) oentrality

b) anti-iacist majority

c) induttrial concentration

d) stnjggle for parity

After much discussion we reached a consensus on most questions, with different emphasis by

different comrades.

The essential conclusion was the re-affirmation of the Conference on Equality. The centrality of

African American equality as stated in our constitution.
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Dec. 15-16. 1990. CPUSA headquarters. New York City

Fourteen comrades from seven states parlicipated. and the panel received a wrrttten

oomrtuinicaton from another state. The panel agreed that its mission is to determine areas of agreement

•nd disagreement, and to seek resolution of differerK»s where possible.

In an initial round of discussion, there was general agreement that New TWnking represents an

effort by the leadership of the Soviet Union, tjeginning as eaily as the early 1980s, to shift the basis for

resolving international conflicts from the military to the political sphere. Some panelists believed this shift

was made necessary and possible because of conditions of the nuclear age and the achievement of basic

parity with military forces of the U.S. and other imperialist countries. Under these conditions the struggle

tor the role of universal human values or interests in the internatbnal arena is projected in a new way and is

more possible of achievement.

The main view expressed was that New Thinking represents a development of Marxism-Leninism

which has had mostly positive results in lessening the level of global and regional conflicts. This was seen

as a logical extension of the 73 year Soviet peace policy. Many concerns were raised that some forces in

the Soviet Union, especially among intellectuals, were distorting the concept of New Thinking and

abandoning internationalism and capitulating to imperialism.

It was decided to focus discussion on the foltowing questions.

Imperialism, Imperialist policy In the Gulf & other regional conflicts:

Inperialism has changed since Lenin's time, with the devetopment of transnational corporations

which now impinge on the decision making powers of imperialist slates. Governments also use TNCs as

fronts for their imperialist aims. This dialectical relation results in trends both lo increased competition and

increased transnalionalization in the imperialist world.

The racist character of imperialism is revealed in its approach to regions including the GuK, Latin

America and most clearly in Africa, which has been deliberately maintained as the most underdeveksped

continent. Anti-Arab racism is also revealed in U.S. imperialism's willingness to conduct a war of

annihilation in the Gulf. Imperialism's stance of tjlaming the viclim' is revealed in Hs claims for debt

repayment despite imperialist countries having extracted many times more wealth than the amount of the

loans.

Imperialist intervention not only takes the form of troops, but also economic and political policies

such as views on the presence or absence of sanctions (Ncaragua, Cuba, South Africa).

Many panelists tielieve that New Thinking has shown K can place obstacles in imperialism's way In

certain regional conflicts and In bringing about the start of the disarmament process and lessening the

likelihood of nuclear war But problems have also devetoped, such as the substantial cut in Soviet aid to

devekjping countries. And U.S. imperialism has not been deterred from attacks on Grerwda and Panama
and the slaughter of tens of thousands of Central Americans.

One asF>ect of the changed world situation is the heightened responsbility of the U.S. people to

combat U.S. imperialism in all is aspects.

New thinking and MarxIsm-Lenlnlsm: continuity, discontinuity

There was a general consensus that New Thinking (important elements of which predate

Gorbachev) has arisen within the context of Mancism-Leninism. Its essence was seen as a qualitativety new
devetopment of the socialist peace policy It is based on the need to break deadlocks and shift the arena



of conflict away from the miaary and toward political resolution of conflict. It became possible to do so

because of cfianges In Ihe'woffd balance of forces (includino. some panelists said, ttw USSR reaching

basic parity with the U.S.). Ttiese efforts have been marked by both strengths and weaknesses. Overall,

they have already resulted ki curbing U.S. imperialism's nrx>bility to some extent, tt was noted that the

USSR ieadersh^ sees struggle as necessary to aci^eve New Thinking's goals.

Substantial concern was expressed, however, at some recent devetopmenis in Soviet poFcy

which move toward giving in to imperialism. K was pointed out that lack of understanding of the dass

stmggle distorts some foreign policy decisions.

Considerable discussion was given to Soviet policy toward the G^lf crisis, on which panelists

continued to differ. Several panelists viewed the USSR's vote on the Nov. 29 U.N. resolution as dearly

wrong: while others felt that the USSR approved the resolution as part of an effort to get Iraq out of Kuwait

without war and believed conditions were attached which would press toward a peaceful resolution. Some
felt it was not possible to characterize the Nov 29 vote as either correct or incorrect.

Other areas of concern included a Eurocentric approach which is resulting in less attention to

other areas of the world, the recently announced dianxind deal with DeBeers, a weakening of the fight in

the international arena against radsm and for democracy and for a new economic order.

Economic aspects of Imperialism; class struggle & Internationalism

Panelists viewed internationalism as the challenge of the future for the worid cortHnunist

movement. In the absence of internationalism, nationalism and chauvinism proliferate.

Capitalists maintain their internationalism Class stmggle within capaalist countries and
international working class unity and solidarity are more important than ever as transnational corporations

play a growing role. Stronger trade untons, and stronger ties between trade unions intematwnally are

needed. Because workers in capitalist countries are better off than workers and peasants generally

around the workl, stronger ties are needed particutarty between U.S. workers and woikers in devetoping

countries. This is critical to putting an end to transnattonal corporate plunder of third wortd resources,

superexploitation of workers in those cournries and whipsawing plants, productk^n and workers of

different countries against each other.

New Thinking, which is based on the possibility of harmonizing interests and achiewng

cooperatton, is very significant for international relations among trade unions.

Oeideotogization of foreign policy was generally felt to be impossible. t)ecause even if sodaSst

countries wouM do so, imperialist countries do not and will not. Some of what appears to be
deideok>gizatton is adually an effort to accommodate irr^rialism.

Panelists generally felt that it is necessary to differentiate between Soviet-U.S. govemment-to-

government approaches to International issues and the class struggle internationally in which the CPSU is

engaged.

One panelist suggested that we need to study the effed of the oompetitton between the sodaHst

and capitalist modes of economic produdion on state to state relations.

It was pointed out that state to date relations must deal with universal human values—whk:h are

the values of the working class— such as avokling nuclear war. environmental catastn^)he, problems of

poverty and underdevetopment. etc. Left to its own devices, inperialism (with some exceptiom) wBI not

deal wHh these universal values. Imperialism's aim is maximizing profits, not elevating the quality d Rfe of

fttjman tieings. However, through stniggle. imperialism can be forced to reach agreemets and make
concessions. The panelists unanimously agreed that the goal of disarmament by the year 2000 is

rtecessary and achievable. Soviet peace polk^ led to the winding down of the ooU war. The comerstone

if i
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of a working class party in a capitalist country must be to deepen working dass solidarity, including the

ideological struggle for uriity in the international movement.

It was also noted that Soviet state to state policy is not auton^tically a defense of the working dass

on the foreign policy level. It was stated that the CPSU. as the USSR's governing party, is responsible to

frame Soviet foreign as well as domestic policy which is positive toward the world's working people. As

roles change, the CPSU should be responsible for ideological propaganda on the exploitative and warlike

nature of capitalism.

New forms of "demoaacy" being projected by communist parlies in Eastern Europe and the

Soviet Union need to t)e careluliy evaluated for content, including attitudes of these parties to the light

against racism, nationalism, chauvinism and for national liberation.

One panelist noted that in certain situations, international survival issues might affect Soviet

approaches to issues of national liberation. However, the general consensus was that there is no

contradiction.

Considerable confusion has existed in the communist movement about the concept of "objective

anti-imperialist positions" of such countries as Argentina (during the conflid with Britain over the Malvinas),

the Philippines under Marcos, Iraq under Saddam Hussein, etc., leading in some cases to refusal to

criticize these countries' repressive internal policies.

Universal human values/Interests & class interests

Universal human values/interests are also working dass values/interests. In fad, the October

1917 Revolutton was based on the universal human interest, peace. The anti-fasdst stnjggle also had a

universal character. Present efforts around the environment, human rights, women's rights, etc., are

movements which bring together broad sedors and do not conflid with working class struggles. In fad,

they aid them.

Its dass interests push the ruling dass in certain diredions, tjut within the class there are

contradidions concerning such universal interests as human survival, etc.. which provide leverage for

workir>g dass efforts.

The particular emphasis given universal hunf«n values by the USSR recently was seen by some as

linked to the CPSU's efforts to overcome deficiencies in its own human rights policies. Universal human
values must have real content and not just be rhetorical.

The wortdng class sees the Importance of all universal human values— the right to Bve in a wortd

of peace without weapons of mass destrudion. the right to a job, housing, health care, education, self-

determination, trade union rights, a worid free of racism and with full economic, sodal and political equality,

etc.. but the imperialists flout many of them. However, It was agreed that imperialism could be forced to

retreat on all of these questions.

The view was also expressed that where contradidions exist in the ruling class over some of these

issues, I is at least partly because that portion of the niling dass ading against the universal values fails to

recognize its own interests.

Panelists had different views on whether there can be contradidions between class stmggle

tadics and peace tadics. One view hekJ that fundamental contradidions do not exist, while another held

that the two stnjggles, though related, are different, and that momentary contradidions can exist and

cannot always be immediately resolved. Conversion of produdion and the fighl for the peace dividend

were seen as a way to link the two.

Universal Ixjman interestsA/alues were seen as fomning the basis for very broad united front

adions in the international sphere, similar to the CPUSA's work to buikJ the broadest possible coalition of
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forces in the U.S.

We must also recognize that cai^atisls such as Armand Hammer may uphold such universal

inlerests as peace, while pursuing blatantly anti-working class policies at home. . Similarly, cajiAarists are

large^ responsible for the ozone crisis and are not going to take the lead in resolving k. This oKects the

Struggle (or the New International Economic Order, which imperialism adamantly opposes.

Is the cold war over?

Participants generally agreed that the cold war, as a specific histortoal era of mililary threat by the

Imperialist countries against the USSR and the socialist countries, is receding. The arms agreements that

have been achieved represent great victories.

But they felt that the aggressive nature of imperialism and its intentions to destroy socialism

remain. It was pointed out that imperialism's cold war mechanisms remain intact: the drive for military

domination including new mass destruction weapons systems, the agencies for political and ideological

subversion.

Imperialism's threat is intensified in this period toward socialist and and progressively oriented

devek>pir^ countries including Cuba, Afghanistan, Angola, Mozambique, Libya arKi others. This irwiudes

subversion, funding contra operations, economic blockade, etc. The majority of the world's peoples

endure the consequences of this attack in such fomis as soaring child death rates, increased

impoverishment, shorter life span, etc.

Its threat toward the socialist world, including countries where fonnerly governing communist

parties are now in of^sition, takes new fomis including efforts to colonize them economically

But the lessening of the cold war increases the possibilities to figfit against the attack on the

developing countries. For example, it is no longer possible to base appeals to the U.S. Congress to fight

the Bush administration's war in Central Amerk:a on East-West conflict.

Tactics for the CPUSA
The present devetopments provide great opportunities for our party to win the U.S. people over

to new efforts on a range of foreign policy issues. Among these are the importance of using the United

Nations arKf World Court as an arena of stmggle in settling regional conflicts and preventing imperialist

aggression, issues of democracy in international relations, conversion of economic production, the New
International Economic Order and the fight against the debt. Workers in military-related industries should

be a focus. We need much more enphasis on these issues in our party program and our day to day work.

We also face some new problems in winning other forces to socialism when they perceive that

socialism is suffering setbacks elsewhere in the wortd.

Our party has a responsibility to articulate positions on basic human rights issues, to expose the

character of U.S. imperialism and to overcome illusions of 'democracy* and tiuman rights' in the United

States.


